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One Representative Would
Assault Another on Floor
If Not Prevented.1

Unless Situation Relieved in
Next Few. Days. Pacific
Metropolis

but delegatTandrews

WILL

"

corks for

new mexico

BEfflilDS

OF

RIGOROUS WINTER

Pennsylvania and Maryland Felt Them
In This Country Though They Started
in Russia and Extended to Norway.

Seven Charred
All

LITTLE

LOSS

OF

LIFE

OR

PROPERTY

IS .REPORTED

That Tell of Seven

AND

the Stand.
JULIUS KRUTTSCH;:in

WEREGHANBING

FDRTYWERE EXPOSED
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All the Same Whether in Peace or
War. Being Popular With
V:
All Factions.

California Storm Is the Heaviest
Known In Eighteen Years
In Coast Reports.

MOXIMMED A LI MIRZA.
Moliamm-All Mirsa Is the third son
Special to The Evening Citizen.
or the Shah. He was born In
Washington, Jan. 10. Representa1873. His mother did not
tive Gaines of Tennessee attempted to
' "long to the royal
assault Representative
Mahon
of
Kodjar Race.
Pennsylvania on the floor of the house
till afternoon.
Gaines was making
a speech on his docking bill to dock
members for absence from the floor
of the house, when he charged Mahon
with betag absent from the floor for
85 per cent of the time. Mahon, as
soon as he could be recognized, stated
that any man making that statement
was speaking an untruth. Galnei
rushed down the aisle toward Mahon
and was grabbed in front of the
speaker's desk by several members
and forced to take a seat. Everything
was in confusion the chairman of
the committee of the whole pounding
on his desk for order, until the head
of his gavel flew on". When order had
been restored,- Mahon continued his
charge that the statement of Gaines
After February 1st Immigrawas absolutely untrue.
Of New Mexico Interest.
tion Matters Will Be Directed
The Carter resolution in condemnation of Becretary Hitchcock in the
From EI Paso.
anti-lan- d
patent order came up and
Carter in his speech said that the order was illegal and unwarranted. The Special to The Evening Citizen.
execution of the order, he said, was
By virtue of an
EJ Pao,7J"ah,0.
a, violation of law wholly indefensible,
order received' yesterday by the loIn the case of J. M. Cunningham cal
bureau of immigration, the tergainst Charles Springer in the su ritory
Mexico has been placed
court Spless made an able under ofitsNewjurisdiction
and convincing argument, which was Schumcker, chief Inspectorand T. F.
here, will
complimented by the bench and bar, assume
the increased responsibilities
.3" tie case was taken under advisement,
'( p. Xndrews
atunded the vice presl- - Imposed Upon him by the change
wVnt's reception last evening, the pres on the 1st day of February, on which
the order becomes effective. Mr.
ident the cabinet and supreme judges date
Schumcker up to this time has had
being present
under his charge the supervision of
Chinese work in Texas, with head
INJUNCTION DECIDED
IN. FA VOK OF ARIZONA quarters In this city.
Washington, Jan. 10. Tne court
-oealH has Just sustained a de
MERGER MAY
of the supreme court of the LEATHER
of Columbia that it has no
miction in the case of the Irri
gation Land and Improvement com
NOT COME TO
pany against the secretary of the interior, for Injunction restraining the
government from irrigation work in
Yuma county Arizona. The Irrigation
PASS
company contended that It has gone
to great expense in building a dam on
the Colorado river and was prepared
to furnish water to settlers of the Kentucky Court Can Be
Held
Yuma valley, and that the rival lr
rigatlon service by the federal govOnly By Aid of
ernment meant confiscation of their
d
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SPEAKS ON
SATURDAY OX SOLDIERS
Washington, Jan. 10. Senator For-a,kgave notice today In the senate
that he will make an effort to secure
a vote on his resolution, providing
for the investigation of the Browns- vile riot which resulted In the dls
charge by President Roosevelt of the
negro troops of the 2fith Infantry.
Tillman gave notice of a speech on
Saturday on the same subject. It was
understood that there will be other
speeches, but the Ohio senator an
nounced his purpose to try to hold
the senate for a vote on thtt day.
TILLMAN

er

SECRETARY TAFT SATS
NEGRO MI ST BE TRIED
10.
Washington, Jan.
Secretary
Toft has telegraphed Brigadier Gen
eral McCoskey commander of the department of Texas, to try at once by
court martial Corporal Knowles,
company A 25th Infantry, (colored),
now Under arrest at El Reno on the
charge of having murderously
as
saulted Captain Mackltn, of that regl
tnent. This action is taken upon the
representation by General McCaskey
that owing to a defect in the territorial law no provision has been made
for the crime of attempt at murder.
ard that the only way of trying
Know lea is by a court martial
RICH ORE DISCOVERIES
MADE IN IRELAND.
Dublin, Jan. 10. Immense seams
of cpai and Iron ore have been discovered in Antrim, and a company
with a capital of $2,500,000 was formed here today to work the industries.
A government geologist recently estimated that in the Ballycastle district of Antrim alone 55.000,000 tpm
of coal of excellent quality were easy
t access. Analysis show that the
iron ore found In Antrim Is the rich-ein the world, being superior to
the best of the famed Spanish ores.
Professor Cole states that in Antrim
there are 15,000,000 tons of iron ore
which could be produced without borat

ing.

cole's
survivors of
cavalry

banquet.

Baltimore, Md., Jan. 10. In the
Hotel Junker, East Lafayette street
here tonight, Colonel Henry A. Cole,
will gather round him all the sur- Ivors of his old command, Cole's
Cavalry, at a banquet when
of the civil war will be indulged in. The occasion will serve
ajs a reunion as the date recalls the
eventful night of Jan. 10. 18(4, when
Cole's cavalry engaged Colonel Mos-brangers at the battle of London Heights. Last year a banquet
gnd reunion was given by Lieutenant
;. W. Vernon at hi. home.
remln-l&cens-

y'

San Francisco, Jan. 10. Unecs the
coal situation Is relieved Kan Francisco will suffer by next week. There
is at present In the bunkers and In
the hands of the retail dealers little
more than seven days' supply of fuel.
After that the problem will become
decidedly serious. There are no colliers on their way to this port and a
genuine coal famine threaten, the
city. Scarcity of fuel is being felt
In all the cities across the bay. The
Southern Pacific has about
00,000
tons stored as a reserve supply and
the railroad may be asked to sell half
this amount.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
IS DELUGED I1Y RAIN.
Los Angeles, Jan.
10.
In the
amount of precipitation, the storm
which drenched Southern California
during the past four days Is the
heaviest In eighteen years. The storm
has been severe in its effects north
and east of Lo. Angeles. Landslides
south of Santa Barbara tied up four
or five trains and it is known that
four or five lives were lost as the Indirect result of the storm, including
two persons drowned near. Lomper,
when the county bridge went down
yesterday, carrying twenty.- people In
;
to tne river.

;

1:30

rumbling-lik- e

MARYLAND FKKLK THE
i. SEISM ICC WAVE TROUBLE
Baltimore, Jaa. 10. Several earth-

quake shocks were felt at a number
of points In Baltimore county, north
of this city, about 5:45 this morning,
according to reports received here.
The shocks while light, were distinct
and lasted about fifteen seconds.
STARTED FROM RUSSIA
HCT REACHED AMERICA
Yekaterinburg. Russia, Jan. 10.
Two earthquake shocks were felt
here early this morning.
SWEDEN BADLY FELT
THE GENERAL UPHEAVAL
Stockholm, Sweden, Jan. 10. Two
distinct and sharp earthquakes were
felt at several points in Sweden at
1:30 this morning. Dispatches from
reAvrika Mellerad and 8tromstad
port that the rocking of houses
caused a hasty exodus of alarmed Inhabitants.

THE" HELIOTROPE BELLE"
SWIFT ON THE MARRY
-

(u

LARGE ART EXHIBITION

IN HAVANA. CII1A.
10.
An exhibition of

the works of some famous French
in the rooms of
the Literary club, Ateneo here today.
Troops.
There are upwards of three hundred
pictures on view, some of them having been brought over from Paris
CHIEF OF GENDARMES
for the exhibition. There is a large
and art patrons.
IS KILLED AT LODZ attendance of artists
The exhibition will remain open until February 10.
Trenton, N. J., Jan. 10. Two suits
were begun today to restrain the pro- AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
EQUITY IN CONVENTION.
posed merger of the United States
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 10. The KenLeather company and the Central
State Union of the American
Leather company. The merger was tucky
to have been carried out at Jersey Society of Equity held its annual conCity next Wednesday.
The com- vention here today. The success
plainants In the suit are holders of achieved by the Kentucky growers of
preferred stock of the United States dark tobacco in acting in accordance
and
Leather company, who did not assent with the plans of the society
to the plan whereby " the Central the recent determination of tobacco
get
the best market for
Leather company acquired control of growers to
S119.000.000 of the tl7,000,000 of their product were fully discussed.
capital stock of the United States It was unanimously decided to completely organize the tobacco producLeather company.
ing districts and keep up the price
of tobacco.
KENTUCKY JUDGE ASKS
FOR FIFTY TROOPERS.
Lexington, Ky., Jan. 10. Special RETAIL MERCHANTS
Judge Carries, trying James Hargiss,
Ed Calluhan, John Smith and John
Abner for the assassination of Dr. B.
ELECT OFFICERS
D. Cox, at Jackson, Brethett county,
years ago, wired Governor
f ou
Beckman asking that fifty soldiers be ATTORNEY KLOCK
EXPOUNDS
sent to guard him against assassinaOCR FREIGHT RATES MERtion.
MORE
CHANTS ASK
Jackson Is filled with armed men,
I X FORM ATION ABOUT
who made several attempts to reach
PURE FOOD LAW.
the room of Judge Carnes at the hotel last night, but were prevented.
Mer
Retail
The Albuquerque
They followed him about town this
chants' association elected officer.
morning.
the ensuing year last night and
Friends of James B. Marcum and for
held one of the most enthusiastic
James Cockrell, with whose assas- meetings
in the history of the organiHargiss, Callahan,
sination
Smith
The attendance was large.
and Abner are charged, are arriving zation.
Attorney George S. Klock, upon
and taking sides against the accused invitation, gave the meeting an In
men. It is said Judge Carnes will teresting! talk on freight rate legislanot again convene court until the tion, dealing with every phase of the
troops come to Jackson.
freight rate question of importance to
The pure food law was
the retailer.
TERRORISTS GET ONE
discussed. The law, In the matMORE OF OPPONENTS. also
ter, of labels, has to do with articles
Lodz. Jan. 10. CoL Patko Amd-refsold by both the druggist and the
chief of the gendarmes of the grocer, and in Its enforcement the
Lodz district, was shot and killed government is more exacting of the
this morning on Poloudniowa street. merchant In the territories than in
A passing Infantry patrol fired a volthe states. The application of the
ley at the assassin but only wounded law is not fully understood by many
several innocent persons. The assas- of the merchants, and the officers of
sin escaped. The street was closed the association were instructed to
by the troops and the police began
the matter up with the departa strict search of all houses fronting take
ment.
In the street.
The new ly elected officers are a.
follows:
CANNOT IMPRISON FOR
President Frank Wilson, of the
DRUNKENNESS IN MONTREAL. Blanchard Meat & Supply company.
10.
Montreal. Jan.
It has been
Vice
President irfimon Stern, the
finally decided on appeal today that Railroad avenue clothier.
a clause In the city charter makes
Treasurer F. O. Pratt, of F. G.
it Impossible for magistrates to im Pratt ft Co., grocers.
prison men for drunkenness and a
Secretary To be appoluUtd.
large number of persons convicted of
Executive Committee C.
Goff.
term,
the offence and serving
of im J. A. Weinman, William Belts and F.
prisonment were released,
II. Strong

artists was opened

ItR
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Chicago, Jan. 10. The attorn sjsjfc
who are for the government condweei
lug the investigation into the ninnsjsjn
ment of the Harrlman lines annoane
today that they had determined
steps to prevent E. H. llarrlmausw
Henry C Frlck and II. H.
from leaving the jurisdiction of. User
Interstate commerce commission. la
order to prevent this steps wilt
to continue the issuance T
by the authority mt
writs of
which they will be compelled ts r- main within the Jurisdiction of thsr
commission.
James H. Hyland, traffic manager
of the Chicago, Milwaukee
St. Faat
was the first witness summoned todap.
He said that the Union Pacific and.
the Southern Pacific were formerly
competitors for the Pacific coast bwr
ness.
KruttHChnltt Gives TtmUmony.
Hyland declared that since the
of the Union Pacific Mad
Southern Pacific his road had experienced greater difficulty In handlingr
At Worst Possible Time.
certain classes of freight.
According to a statement of .one
Julius Kruttschmltt, director ox
of the employes, thp &6&tant oc- malntalnance and ' operation on the.
one
at
possible
at
of tlif
curred
Southern Pacific and the Union Psv
times. The shifts were changing and clflft systems, followed Hyland. At
men,
forty
he said, were In the torney Kellogg asked Kruttschmltt in-about
vicinity when t'le urnccrke, Ati kit.g series of questions a to
' of the forty are dunes . Tne substance of his
least) twenty-thVe- e
accounted " fer.
tf this estimate were that the witness is in charge
proves correct, it will have the effect of making the list of dead or Union Pacific and the Southern
mUsing much larger than at present.
systems, except the lines In Texas. Concerning those lines he aafdw.
STREET
that he la frequently consulted by
CAR CAUSES DEATH, Harrlman and President Lovett of the
New York, Jan. 10. Over-crow- d
Texas lines.
ing In the 161st street station of the
E. D. McCormlck, In charge ot pasThird avenue elevated railroad to senger traffic on the Southern Pacific
day cost Wm. F. Newman, a Bronx and the Union Paclfio, was the next
business man, his life, and resulted In witness. He testified that each trafinjuries to Carl Wehnx,
Importer, fic manager managed his own adverwhich may cause the loss of his ltfe. tising and that the advertising of the
The train had been filled, but the system is not in the hands of any oae
crowd on the platform pressed to man J. A. Monroe the freight manwards It. When the train began to ager of the Union Pacific was called,
move those in the front line were and questioned along tne same lino
forced against the sides of the mov- as the previous witnesses.
ing curs and rolled and tumbled
about. Newman was knocked under WON'T LET THEM LEAVE
the wheels and was terribly mangled.
COUNTUY BEFORE TRIAL
Wehnx sustained Internal Injuries.
New York, Jan. 10. The United
States district attorney, Stlmson. who
CJOVEHNOR OF GERMANY
will have direction of the proceedings
VISITS GREAT BRITAIN. here In behalf of the Interstate Com10.
London, Jan.
Her Von Linde- merce commission, would not say
qust, governor of Germany, South
whether warrants ne exeat had
West Africa, had an Interview with been Issued to prevent E. II. Harrlthe premier and some members of man, Henry C. Frlck. H. H. Roger
the cabinet today, with a view to get and possibly Wm Rockefeller
the government to prevent natives leaving the country. James Stillr
from German South West Africa from who had been mentioned during thw
crossing Into British territory and interstate commerce commission ans-using the latter as a buse of opera- slons In this city,, and who was ex
tion against the German colony. Her pected to be a witness, sailed for Ka- Von Llndequst's mission has also ref- rope Tuesday on account as was as- erence to the claim of the cape gov- nounced, of ill health
ernment in connection with the Internment of native refugees from INDIANA FARMERS
German South West Africa.
DISCUSS lNSl ltANCB.
Indianapolis, Jan. 10. In the siato
GOLDF1ELD, NEVADA.
CRIES FOR MIXERS. house here today under the auspice
Goldfleld, Nev.. Jan. 8. There Is a of the state board of trade the FarmCompaniro
very pressing need for more miners ers Mutual Insurance
In this district.
The demand will be union met under the presidency of
more urgent for the next three weeks Aaron Jones. The question as to
fur annual work has to be done on whether the laws under which mutual
hundreds of claims. Fifty miners ar- insurance companies In Indiana wvn
rived from Salt lake City today but organized were defective, was discuss
us many as 2,000 more are needed ed ut length by George V. Kell. of
lluutertovwi, and papers dealing
in this district alone.
Insurance companies were
read by E. M. C. Hobbs, of Salem;
FORT BAYARD IS
I:. A. Kirkinan, Anderson; F. Hold-erinaof Versatile; W. A. Hahiey.
Fort Wayne; L. D. Thomas, PendleA
SMALL
CITY ton; F. I. Johnson, Indiunapolis, and
others. Todays proceedings brought
a series of fanners meetings, includ
EDWARD
RICHARDS
RESIGNS ing those of the Indiana Swine Breed
ers and Wool Growers' association to
FROM GOVERNMENT HOS.
a close. The meetings commenced on
,
P1TAL SERVICE.
the 8th.
Joe Richards, the Rallroud avenue
cigar merchant, is enjoying a visit AIR RII.WAV ISSUES
S I tt.t0,0O4i IN I ION UK.
from his brother, Edward Richards.
The latter has been in the hospital
Baltimore, Jan. 10. At a special
service of the government for fifteen meeting of the stockholders of thw
years, both In the Philippines and in Seaboard Air ruilwuy today the plan
the states. For the past year he has of the directors to issue tls.000.00w
been stationed at Fort Bayard, N. M. of five per cent bonds was udopted.
"Fort Bayard Is one of the finest The bonds ure to be secured by a
pos- mortgage or deed of trust and colsanitariums the government
sesses " said Mr. Rlchurds. "Every lateral trust ugreement covering the
department of it Is perfect.
Few property of the company, and other
people realize what a place It Is. securities und will be due on Feb.
Fort Bayard has a population of 31, 1937. It is proposed to use ttw
probably 1,000. There are about 600 bonds In raying off the three year
patients in the sanitarium at present. live per cents due next March and
The hospital corps consists of about taking up the notes of the company
100 surgeons and attendants, and as well us to provide for further de
then there are a large number ef velopment of the foinpuny. t is sImo
officers and their families to muke up proponed to Issue early next year
quite a iargj settlement.
of bonds and the holders of
"Much building has been done the stock and voting trust certificate
there the past few years.
The gov- of the line are to have the right of
ernment evidently expected to make subscribing to the new issue ut ninety
Fort Bayard a permanent sanitarium and interest to the extent of twelvw
with pulmonary dis- per cent of their holdings.
for patients
eases, A handsome recreation build
I'ASIIION Mtl.E MARRIAGE
ing is going up there now.
ContracIN NEW YORK CITY.
tor J. A. Harlan Is doing the work.
York, Jan. 10. The marriage
Xe
and a contract was let recently for
cement walks to be laid through took place here today ot Miss Therese
every street of the fort."
Gunii Schwab, daughter of Mr. and
Schwab, and
Mr. Richards ha. left the service Mis. Leo Duquesne
of the government and is spending a Law mm L. Wood.
Both are well
few days here with his brother be- known In society and there was a
fore directing hi. attention toward very fashionable attendance at the
ceremony.
some other vocation.

Pittsburg, Jan. 10. As a result of
this morning accompanied by a
night's explosion of molten steel
thunder. Telegrams re- last
ceived In this city show that shocks at the furnaces of the Jones A
mere felt at other towns in Norway. Laughlin company, limited, there are
The disturbance caused considerable the charred trunks of seven men at
alarm but no damage has been re- the morgue and twelve badly burned
and crippled foreigners In the hosported.
pitals, while anxious workers are digging through the mass of steel and
FLORIDA SHIPPERS
TO SUE RAILROADS. cinders for the bodies of several men
are still missing.
Jacksonville, Fla., Jan. 10. The who
E. L. Messier, the superintendent,
question as to the liability of the rail- stated
that he believed the accident
roads for losses to shippers due to was caused
by the loosening of one
damage to perishable fruits and of
steel bands about the bottom
vegetables by reason of delay in of the
furnace.
It fell away and
transportation will be thoroughly madethethat
portion of the shell weak.
tested by damage suits brought The great pressure of
the steel charge
against transportation lines operating and the gas at
weak
resultthe
north from Florida, at the Instance ed In a plate giving way,point
and other
of Florida shippers.
Numbers
of plates were naturally affected.
There
carloads of oranges an other fruits were 100 tons of steel In the furnace
have gone to waste, it Is said, owing at the time. The loss to the comto the delay of the railroad companies pany, according to
who were unable to move the stock. ent, will not be less the superintendthan 150,000, and
A few dnys ago ten carloads of fruit may
greatly exceed this, as the engo
allowed to
bad were dumped In tire furnace bottom la said to be
a field near one station.
ruined.

Wllltamsport. Pa.. Jan. 10. A series of shocks, evidently of earthquakes, was felt and heard In this
section from 4:45 to 6:30 a. m. to
day. Buildings shook so that families were awakened, and the rumbling sounds were heard over an area
of about twenty miles

I

Havaia., Jan.

JNTOKOFJOU

This Only Shows That These Earth Upheavels Are Growing Over
Crowding of New York Street Warrants to Prevent Harriinan
More Numerous and Destructive As Time
Frlck and Rogers From LeavCars Causes Death of
ing the Country.
Advances Towards Its End.
Business Man.

HOURS OF TRAIN SERVICE BILL VOTED ON.
Washington, Jan. 10. The voting
on the hours of train service bill will
take place In congress late this afternoon. The measure is known as
TAX ON FRENCH TITLES
t!e La Follette MIL and Is Introduced
GOES INTO EFFECT, NORWAY TREMBLKD IN ITS
-- t.
jibr ihe purpose ot limiting the hours
Paris, Jan. 10. The law fixing a
EARLY MORNING COUCHES of train service on railways. Senator
series of taxes on the transmission
Christina Norway, Jan. 10. Two Kevertdge has spoken on the meas-- I
of titles of nobility in the direct line severe
earthquakes were felt here at ure.
comes Into force today. Where the
titles are those of the first empire,
and have not been recognized or congovernfirmed under subsequent
ments, the scale of taxation is very
moderate, ranging from 200 francs
(40) In the case of a duke, down to
20 francs In the case of a chevalier.
If the titles have been confirmed or
renewed since 1814, the rates are
much higher, the ducal tax being
3,000 francs (J600) and the others
In proportion, with the exception of
that of the chevalier, which remains
constant at the modest figure already
quoted. It is estimated that these
new taxes will bring into the treasury
from $120,000 to $160,000 annually.
..
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MARTHA HICHBORN. WHO WAS
WHO SOON WILL BE M
Mrs. James O. Blaine, Jr., was given a rapid action divorce one night
last week at Tankton, S. D., after
living in the state Just six months.
She began her story of Jim's wlerd
doings at ( p. in., the Judge had signed the decree at I, and at
her
train was speeding towards 'Washspent
ington, where she
Christmas
day with her parents. Rear Admiral
and Mrs. Hichborn.
Mrs. Blaine was once Martha Hichborn, a famous Washington beauty,

O. BLAINE. JR.. AND
MRS. JA
US. PAUL S. PEAKS ALL.
who was known as the "heliotrope
belle." She marrleld Blaine In the
early '90s, after his first divorce.
Christmas day Mrs.
Blaine an-

nounced that she intended to marry
again, this time to Paul S. Pear sal I,
who was a lieutenant in the Rough
Riders.
Paul is a New Yorker, with a ton
of money. He was in Mrs. Blaine's
company very much last winter, and
it was pretty well known that he
was to be her future husband.

SOPREOE COURT DENIES

REHEARIHIBBELL

CASES

iiirtiTiitiviTviitfititirtitirtii)!

Special to The Kveriing Citisen.
Santa Fe, Jan, 10. The supreme court of New Mexico this
in the
afternoon handed down an opinion denying a rehearing
Hubbell cases. The effect of this decision Is to make conclusive
the former decision of the court in favor of Thomas S. Hubbell and
Frank A. Hubbell.
The supreme court ulso reversed the decision of the lower court
in the quo warranto case of the territory against the Albuquerque
H Land and Irrigation Co.. and dismissed the proceeding.
TtUs ease was brought in the name of the territory to forfeit the
eighteen
about
if cbwteref the eld "low iine" aUleli company
t months ago tm the eltstrtct court of this county
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ALBUQUERQUE

TWO.

HIE

fseflshN

Dally Md Wetily by

The Citizen Publishing
a at

Mai

Noi thnjmptnry
four
miles below
Woodstock. have been assayed iinil
ftinw from $.'1 to flirt per (on.
over i hundred tons of ore have
thin f:ir been removed from the Long
Point mine In Newfoundland, which
has been running hut live months.

VTMNfi CITIZEN
Company

for tninmiMitnn thrauah
rliSV
tail aa anond rlaM matter.
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EVENING CITIZEN,
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FRAUD EXPOSED IN FRANCE

For Fine

Pntenlcil (Inline Taxed.
"It v.
A
recent
Nov.:
Carson
amendment to the state constitution
him lippii adopted by which patented
Till-- MHHlTIMi OI' A CANADIAN
1'IIYslf I AN ItHINt.S PIT I1RI
mining properties will be taxed JliOO
SIM)MN(i-PHOTOGRAPHS
STORV
t)r- - AflilKSSKS SKNT
past
In
annum.
claims
the
ninny
ier
as iiiirknsi.s who wi:ri: anxious
fam, into
were patented ami then allowed to
Ml HDKIt FA I IT OF TIIF. tJAMF.
MVIRIMONY
lie Idle, the amendment being adopted to force patentees to work their
claims. A year hence many claims
amount for' Marie Guerin to he free.
Special t 'orrespondence.
will be sold undpr the sheriff's hamMarie Ouerln' story coincides with
mer. In consequence of which, shrewd
Paris. Jan. 10. The police of Paris
Herbert's so far as the condensed
speculators are looking up claims are Investigating a marring'.- - brokermilk deal goes. It did not succeed,
ami mines upon which taxes are
age and attempted imn.'ei case that Irtnd then, she says,
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Is a typical French crime mystery.
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O
Dr. Ilebert, a Canadian physician, 'as London agent with the scheme of
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meet
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perial Reliance, Wash No. 2, lam-ber- shot ngain; had had only strength English girls ii'ml Cesbrnii us guardian
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the woman was to send out easily
daylight for years, were removed
The villa was found to be deserted. obtained photographs of bright and
from the mines ami sent to the country. The pumps were also stopped,
even un mines where the presence of
water Is disastrous.
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report rain all the way from Los scandals, and, whether, rightly 01 which wrecked the saloon of Frank
know is much the same as the nroofss ing
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
wrongly, she is generally regarded a Martinez at lnt Santa Fe avenue, at
nt digesliun. Tin grain is started Angeles.
changes that
PER TON
urowii.ir and the chemical
Mrs. Dexter, who is the guest of a wotiiuu of somewhat flighty tend- 1:30 o'clock Tuesday afternoon, says
take, place when it sprouts are similar
The reputation of ihe
the Trinidad Advertiser. The exploto the action of the digestive fluids in her son, O. W. Dexter of C12 North encies. the
Grand Duchess Mc'iti, is sion was due to the carelessness of a
grain were euten. x
Fifth street, and has been quite ill
the body if theproven
by scientific
I.i!,ht lias
.Meliti wis negro porter who. on being told to cut
is reported con- still more undesirable.
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with
the
-i
years
practical
of
sixty
and
erlmeiits
divorced by her first lirsbai. I. ')C out a meter in the rear room of : lie
valescing.
irewirig that eight d.is are reuuiri-reignt ig .iu:ni duke of li -- i t.:. fir cafe, disconnected not only the regisin making malt to bring about those
of reasons
Mr. and Mis. II. S. Phillips.
which are hardly
i r tering machine, tint a length of pipe
in i tsoury chemical changes by Is will
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
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proOakland.
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left
for
predigestiM
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the P'.rlert many
public explanation.
The number )t us well The length of pipe thus ut
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Suhsequeit-l- y out contained tin- shut-of- f
were
value
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her
process is mill used and the
ftiur-da- y
and return to California by the
hei name was coupled with tint held bai k the gas from the main s
malt is cf forced, unnatural develop- southern
route.
ment. It lai ks In nutrition and is in
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..f the Grand Duke Cyril of Russia.
inferior, much of tiie vita
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The
from the conceit to until their marriage recently
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being
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mitrin.int
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the gas vent in
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place, in opposition to the wishes of unconsciously Op"
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all
by
her 'Vvo large compazine nt, being Just back
The record created
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property of the Episcopal church.
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Socorro royal young men, who would other- tine, went into
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method of brewing, makes
iping gas, he struck Headquarters for Low Prices
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a match.
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Curvil of Lung Trouble.
now eleven years liu-- I hud
a narrow escape from consumption,"
writes C". O. Floyd, a leading; business
titan of Kershaw, S. ('. "I had run
down In weight to 135 pounds, and
roughing was constant, both by day
finally I began takiand by riinht.
ng; L)r. King's New Iiscovery. und
continued this for about six months,
hen my cough and lung trouble were
entirely Rone and I was restored to
my normal weight. ITU pounds."
Thousands of persons are healed
every year. Guaranteed by all druggist.. J i)e and 11.00.
Trial bottle
free.
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FREE EDUCATION
The Citiaen In its headlines on Tuesday, over the
Aiworlatcd rrens report of the address of Governor
Ruchtel, of Colorado, nt his Inauguration, Indicated
tta dissent from, the governor's views on the subject
f education. This paper characterlxed the epitome
t ills utterance as: "floes All Astray on Our Free
Nothing was said on the subject yeseducation."
terday, awaiting fuller and more definite details as
views really are on
o what the preacher-governorMils most Important of all subjects.
Yesterday's Uocky Mountain News gives the
Information. Here are the Colorado governor's
no words:
"The harm to society from paternalism In education la Just now beginning to be recognised.
Within five years It will be an axiom In education thut
yon cannot secure the best results to the student if
you Rive him something for nothing."
This is the governor's opinion of free education.
It rives his remedy for this great evil. Here It Is:
"Our School of Mines now charges 1100 a year
lii tuition to the 125 students from outside Colorado,
while tuition Is free to the 175 students from this
Mate. In September of 1908 this tuition charge to
students from outside will be advanced to $150. This
Is good and wholesome, and ought to be adopted by
A nominal charge for tuII the state Institutions.
ition should be made for all students from our own
otale, and a charge which approximates the cost of
e
the instruction should be made for students from
's

de-air-

out-aid-

the state."

"The News wishes to go on
The News adds:
record right here as being opposed to this scheme.
If our state institutions of learning are to be reduced
to the condition of a Justice court, and run on the fee
system, they had better be abolished altogether. We
rant no state tax on education."
The Cltlxen voiced its dissent In the headlines
It regards the Colorado governor's
already quoted.
erroneous and
wearhment as
The only excuse which can be offered for 'him
ta that being the head of a sectarian
school, he
naturally has the aversion which sectarianism still
holds and always has held against free,
education.
The News quotes the magnificent words of Prof.
Huxley, the great English scientist, when he urged the
late to build a staircase from the lowest slum to the
highest tower of learning, every step of which shall be
free to all who care to mount.
Free education is not, as Colorado's governor so
blindly asserts, giving "something for nothing." It Is
Civing to the American youth the unpurchasable crown
ttt qualification to mount to positions of most exalted
n
gifts of ambition
usefulness. If he have the
mild perseverance, but which without free education had
never been possible of development.
Ten thousanad execrations on anyone who would
suggest that only he who Is born with a silver spoon In
Jis mouth, shall find open to him the pathway of learning The American system of public education, beginning In the kindergarten and ending In the university,
adds Its "amen" to the wish.
one-side- d,

God-give-

FARMING
farming associations tn Germuny are
Interesting the Spanish people, a Seville paper publishing the following article thereon, which was translated
and forwarded by Vice Consul Charles Karminski:
farming asAt the close of 1905, 17,162
sociations existed in the German empire, comprizing a
membership of over 1,000,000 farmers; 16,230 of the
above number of associations were confederated.
Out
of the 1,411 associations operating In Prussia, 6,059 facilitated credits to farmers. 776 attended to the supply
and demand, and 1.728 to dairying. In Bavaria, 2,613 of
the t.tii associations dedicated their work to furnishing
credits to agricultural undertakings, 334 to supply and
demand, 147 to dairying and 200 to various other purposes, all, however, fostering mutual assistance to
and thus redounding to their benefit
The
associaitions of credit expend loans
mounting to, on the average, from $71,410,000 to
annually. In 1905 the
bodies for
the creation of demand purchased fertilizers, forage,
aeed. coal and other items amounting to $12,052,500.
On the other hand, the centers of supply and dairying,
which. In a comparatively short time, have entered a
career of great prosperity, realized over $965,000 on their
transactions.
$73,-340,0-

Here is something which strikes the Ainerlcun all
awry, and which should make him love his native land
and her institutions with a devotion bordering on frenzy:
Charles 8. Francis, American ambassador at Vienna,
on authority of a leading Vienna Journal, that the
agricultural society of Hekeser county, on November 27,
unanimously adopted a resolution, on motion of Count
IMonys Wenckhelm, to the effect that if the harvest laborers refuse to sign contracts before January 31, 1907,
with the landowners of that district, 15,000 or 20,000
.coolies should be imported (roni China to perform tfe
walin(ry,s harvest work during the coming year. The
proposition is strikingly novel for the kingdom of Hull'
xaiy, and if put in force It is believed serious Internal
disturbances would result.
.
.

The action of Krb & Wntermau In taking over the
Campbell dry farming project is a stroke of enterprise
that should be commended by every citizen in Las Vegas
and aubstantial encouragement should be given them.
Men who have bought the mesa land simply to hold It
for advance in price are doing nothing for development
of dry farming. It Is men like Krb & Westerman and
Comstock who ure the pioneers. They are the leaders
They are blazing the trail that will be followed by hundreds of prosperous farmers who will bring forth the
rich harvests that those fertile meadows have long been
waiting to yield. Here's success to the pioneers. Iaily
Optic.
Daily Optic: .Vow that the stakes are being permanently Het for a new railroad Into lis Vegus. udvantuge
ahould not be taken of this fact to raise the price of
property, particularly along the right of way in the city.
The El Paso & Southwestern company Is not asking or
requiring anything from the people of I.as Vegas for
Winging their road this way, neither should our people
rrtort money from the company for the purchase of
needed grounds and buildings that will have to be con
demiyd und razed to make way f"r their line, the con
atructlon of which means much for this community.

Springer Stockman:

Thirty-si-

women were elected
in Kansas at the

x

as superintendent of county schools

recent election. This Is a greater number than ever
fur recorded in the state. Two years ago twenty-livwere elected.

Of the

thirty-si- x

be- e

elected this year four

teen were
Kducutional leaders say the in
traduction of women into the nllice of county superintendent has had a good effect. The women let politics
alone and pay attention to business.

Farming is the sheal anchor of American prosperity
notwithstanding that it pad. lies its own canoe while
manufacturers are fed upon the public pap of a protec
tive tariff. In the last sixte en years the balance of trade
for all producers was IS.ODS.i'iOa.niio, while the balance
of trade for farm products was I T..C3 5.000,000, which
howu that other product failed to
out even by
more than a half billion dollars.
nomas .Nelson Page have a
Itapid tire developments in the
Btrife between the millionaire and the author have kepi
Perry Helmont and

mad" with each other.

1

society and officialdom nt the capital wondering what
would come next. Mr. Belmont has won the last round,
building a "spite fence" right across from Mr. Page's
Mr. Page drew first blood
best beloved window seat.
and It perhaps was the most stinging blow which marked the battle's Inception, when he wrote some pieces for
the magazines which were not highly flattering to Perry
Helmont nor his brother, O. H. r.
According to the El Paso Herald the Japs are ap
plying to the local federal district court clerk down
there for naturalization papers, which have been refused
at present, while the Japs consult a lawyer about the
matter. However, as the Immigration laws provide that
only white persons and those of African descent may
citizens, the Japs will probably be denied 'he prlv
liege. One of them claimed that he had been given hi
first papers In Arizona.
There was called for today, at lus Cruces, a good
roads convention, to consist of members from bona Ana
county, New Mexico, and from El Paso county, Texas.
The Pass City Is very anxious to secure the trade from
the Mesllla valley.
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CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL MEETINGS
Regular meeting of the W.

U., tomorrow afternoon,
of Mrs, Houghton.

TlltK.rAY, JANfAKl--

F. H.

10,

1H7.

STROM

C. T.

at the htme

General House

The Woman's circle of the Baptist
church held their regular meeting
this r.rnoon with Mrs. Pasamore, at
No. 91 North Second street.
The ladles of the Woodman's circle will hold their regular meeting
at the Elks' lodge rooms tomorrow
afternoon, at 1:30 o'clock.
The Ladles' Aid society of the
Presbyterian church held their meeting this afternoon at the residence of
Mrs. Franak Ackerman, 1110 West
Railroad avenue.

Furnishings..
We have started a general
campaign for increased business. Our business was
d
1906
than in
more in
1905, and we want it one-ha- lf
more in 1907. We have
the goods. We have the
prices. We want the business. We will be pleased to
show you through our large
stock and convince you that
our price are the lowest
one-thir-

The Martha society gave a coffee
social this afternoon at the residence
of Mrs. Seth, No. 322 South Arno
MAGNITUDE
street.
WITH
The proceeds were for the
benefit of the Lutheran church.
HARRIMAN AND HIS MILLIONS
Tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 the
OOOOOOOOOOCX000XXX)0(X000
regular business meeting of the
Aid soeleity of the Congregaof all the contests which the government has had Ladles'
tional church will be held at the resiwith trusts and combinations of various kinds, the larg- dence
of Mrs. C. D. Uoldt, 323 South
est Is that which It has Just begun against E. H. Harrl-maEdith street.
The object Is to ascertain whether Harriman Is
Stated convocation of Klo Grande
violating that provision of the Sherman
act of 1890 which forbids the ownership and operation chapter No. 4, this evening at 7:30
Installation of officers and
of parallel and competltlng lines of railway by one com- o'clock.
collation.
Visiting companions are
pany. In the Inquiry In New York it has been developed cordially
invited. By order of the H.
at the outset that Harriman Is a much bigger personage P. J. C. Ferger, secretary.
in me Dusiness world than had been Imagined
either by
The entertainment given last night
the general public or by the government which has
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President
the Congregational church,
at
started the Investigation against him. It has been learn- at
which
Mrs.
Josephine
was
Chilton
ed that even before the beginning of 1906 Harriman con- the attraction, nrnved one of the best
trolled the Union Pacific, the Southern Pacific, the Ore on the Congregational church lecture
gon Short Line and the Oregon Hallway Navlen- - ceurse.
Mrs. Chilton showed hertion company. These are, for convenience, classed as self to be an adept In dramatic art.
"the four Pacifies." Through the Southern Pacific Harmission now being conducted
riman controls the Pacific Mall Steamship company, and by The
Fathers
Rosswinkel and O'Mulley
through that and his other Interests he is the head of at the Church
of the Immaculate
the Portland & Asiatic Steamship enmnanv. And on Conception continues to draw large
the Atlantic end the Southern Pacific, which means Har- audiences.
Last evening
Father
riman, owns the line of steamers from New York to O'Malley delivered a convincing seron
mon
the subject of "Future PunNew Orleans, formerly known as the Morgan line.
drawing his Inspiration
The government and the public had vague susniclons ishment,"
the Biblical story of Lazarus
that Harriman had a large interest In nearly all of those from
Dives.
This evening the serv
lines, but the extent of his control was probably not sus and
ices will be conducted by Father
pected by any of the governments agents, from the Rosswinkel.
president and the attorney general down, until the revea
A t the meeting of the
Elks last
lations were mude at the opening day of the Inquiry.
night
five
candidates
rode the "Billy"
On that day, however, It was discovered that this was
made fun galore for the antlers
only a part of Harrlman's power. In the past six months, and
who had
The names of
by the expenditure of $103,000,000, he has bought stocks the new assembled.were
Guy Rogers,
candidates
In seven other roads
the Haltlmore & Ohio, the Chi- Walter Weinmann, George R. Craig,
cago & Northwestern, the St. Joe & Grand Island, the A. E. Burtless and T. L. McNiff, the
Illinois Central, the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, the latter from, the Muskegon, Mich.,
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and the New York Cen- lodge. Six applications were considtral. TheBe purchases have given Harriman complete ered, and another big class will be
at the next meeting of the
sway over some of those roads and partial control over Initiated
local Elks.
the rest of them. The extent of these operations had not
O
been guessed at outside of a small circle of Harrlman's
The Commercial club gave another
friends. Thus he has gained supremacy over about 25.- - of Its enjoyable dances last evening
The affair was
000 miles of railway and over Bteamshlp lines on the two at Its club house.
by the members and
oceans and on the lakes. He has three lines of steamers well attended among
friends,
who were the
sailing from Pacific ports of the United States to Asia. their
following:
M.
Mr. and Mrs.
W.
capital
The
stock of the roads and the steamship com- Flournoy, Mr. and Mrs. S. O. Andrus,
panies over which he bears sway must be considerably Mr. and Mrs. Mike Mandell, Mr. and
over $2,500,000,000.
Hill, Gould, the Vunderbiits. Mor- Mrs. Charles White. Mr. and Mrs. M.
gan and all his other rivals in the race for supremacy O. Chadbourne, Mrs. Amy Cruise.
Misses Kempenich, Wllley, Chllders,
In the railroad world he has left far behind.
Some of
his recent conquests involved the deposition of great mag- Hennessey, Reed, Telfer, Goss, and .
Thurber.
Martin,
Corlell.
nates like Stuyvesant Fish in the capture of the Illinois Messrs.
.
.
. . .. .
m
i..
xeas-dalvni, T'uoiiuiiy, ILLjiilc, murges,
i
Central. He has used the guillotine against competitors,
Wllkerson, Hertzog,
Welller,
against the general public as a party Interested In the Stamm, Plckard, Frost, Hunlng', Had-de- n
maintenance of competition and against everything else
and Alger,
which stood In the path of his conquering march.
This is the man on whom the government of the
United States has declared war. It Is well for the people LAS VEGAS GIRLS
as well as for the government to grasp the fact that the
war is not going to be easy. The prudent soldier never
17
underestimates the power of his antagonist, and the
observance of this precaution of the Hona partes, the
Grants and the Moltkes is particularly urgent on the
& M. GIKI.S Kt liKDt I.K1) FOR
1
commanders of the forces of the government and peoJAN. 21 HOYS GO TO J,.S
"Ithnds
1
ple In their assault on Harriman.
The government has
CltVCES I'Elt. 1.
with the foot"
a long line of victories against combinations of different
sorts, involving, in some cases, muny hundreds of millions
The flexible sole Red Cros;
The basket ball game between the
of dollars,
it upset Hill's and Morgan's Northern Securities company. It brought the meat packers under university girls and the Las Vegas Shoe is
from
high school girls, scheduled to come the
control. Dozens of smaller combines have been over- off
start.
at
the Casino tomorrow night, has
thrown or huve been compelled to reorganize under been postponed till Thursday night
The burning and
forms which make a pretence at least to conform to of next week, on account of the con
the law. Under the decision Just rendered by United cert which will "be given tomorrow :aused by stiff soles and the
States District Judge Landis in Chicago, a line of 'suc- night as a benenrfd the Ladies' Guild ;vils of thin soles are precessful assault on the Standard Oil company has ap- of St. John's Episcopal church. The sented by the
Red Cross. It
parently been opened. In the end the government will next game on the calendar will be
jnables
held
at
the
Casino
between
a
the
woman
'var
to be on het
Intriumph even over Harriman, although this may
sity girls and the girls from the A. 'eet
for
volve the enactment of new laws.
hours
But In the mean- &. M. college, set for January
a time with
at
21.
On
time the tight will be hard, and it Is possible that at February 1 the 'varsity boys will :omfort.
the outset the government may be beaten, though the tackle the college boys at Mesilla
A stylish
law's belligerents are evenly matched. Back of Presi- Park.
dent Roosevelt stands the wealth and the might of
thoe
LOCAL PARACr.APJI:.
85,000,000 of people, but Harriman also Is one of the
world's great powers. Globe Democrat.
absolutely
Francisco Sedillo was sentenced to
pay a line of $25 and serve thirty
days in jail before a justice of the comfortable
peace In Ilurelus this morning, for
8 assaulting
SUNLIGHT AND PURE AIR
Jose Trujlllo. The trouble
was about a horse which Trujlllo alBETTER THAN MANY BOOKS
leges Sedillo stole. The horse question will be settled this afternoon.
Judge W. C. Heacock Is representing
This nation does not need more books so much as Trujillo, and Felix Huca appears as
N: Si, Re J On
counsel for Sedillo.
Pttxmt Cell Blucitr,
9 J
it needs more bouses where the poor may enjoy sun
George
It.
Craig
has
announced
light and pure air. This is the proposition which a
as the republican candidate
professional librarian of Philadelphia has put up to himself
for
to the ottlee of justice Dxfords,
Andrew Carnegie. It is peculiar, coining from such a of the peuce for precinct 26, und J.
$3.50 and $3.00
source, but it rings none the less true. Expert knowl H. Smith unnounces himself as the
edge of the benefits of libraries must lead to recogni- republican candidate for
iigh
Shoes,
He who knows what as constable.
tion also of their limitations.
lioth gentlemen are
and $3.50
$4.00
well
to
known
voters
the
of precinct
books do for the public ought to know, too, what they
26, have made most excellent precannot do for us.
Let
us fit you.
otticcrs,
Hooks are a g'eat blessing, but breathing room cinctby good and both will be elected
majorities
on Monday,
good,
Is
SEE
is a greater one.
Information
but home and Jan. 14.
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
health anil hope are better.
The congestion of our
Gov. H. J. Hagerman was in the
121
West Railroad Ave.
great cities is the menace of civilization and of learn city between trains this morning
New Mexico
ing itself. This was the nightmare which haunted while returning to Santa Fe from Albuquerque
Carlyle, Macaulay, Tennyson and lluskin, while Henry attending the laying of the corner
George's masterpiece is that chapter In which he cries: stone of the new Y. M. C. A. build"Whence shall come the new barbarians? Go through ing, which Is to be built at Mesilla
in connection with the A. & M.
the squalid quarters of great cities, and you may see Park,
ollege.
A large number of people
even now their gathering hordes!
How shall learn
from Lus Cruces attended the cereing perish?
Men will cease to read, and books will monies. The governor also attended
kindle fagots and be turned Into cartridges!"
a good rouds convention held at Ijis
liooks are so cheap that we can throw them at Cruces on Tuesday.
The governor
the cats, iiut houses are dear, and healthy ones for spoke on both occasions.
the poor impossible except in country towns. The
slum exists, it is said, as a consequence of idleness, SOITIIKKX PACiritltOAI IXVAIH'-- S .MKXU'O.
Intemperance
Can
books cure
and Incompetency.
these? Nothing can but wholesome conditions of liv- ernMexico City, Jan. 10. The South
ing which promote health and hope and pride. "Woe 700 Pacilic road is to be extended
miles Into Mexico and will come
unto them that Join house to house till there be no within a comparatively short distance
room saith the Lord of Hosts."
of the city. When the work Is comHven If the scholar, the architect, the craftsman pleted the company will own one of
can find in books the means of his advancement, yet the most important railroad systems
THEY ALWAYS 60 TOGETHER
In mileage it will
it Is ilddling amid a conflagration to sit down and In the republic.
study under
walls and in poisoned air. approach the Mexican National, and a hapiy purse and a good, nourishing
as it does, at the time the
liooks are man's best Invention, but let us not forget coining
completed lout of Mailing's delicious bread. Our
Mexican government
one
wiser than sirrangements to take has
that the first and best Invention of
over and con- bread loesn't make your purse suffer.
man came at the command:
"Let there be light!" solidate the two older systems of the It is n pre economical than baking at
and
If all the libraries Carnegie has built were torn down country, the announcement
Is of home, und you get palatable
and their books burned, the world would lose noth- peculiar
interest.
The impression wholescque eating without cooking at
ing it could not soon replace. Hut If upon their beauti- here is that the government Is friend- less cos than when you bake yourself.
ly towards Mr. Harriman
und that Try soma of our lluttcr Oram. It Is
bright, roomy,
ful sites were built
Diaz and his cabinet have a meal for the Gods.
homes for the poor that are now crowded like cattle, President
adopted a lasting policy as to
humanity would make a gain that would noi wear not
PIONEER BAKERY,
government operating the railthe
away In centuries.
roads In the country.
oitTM rimmr
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Crockery,

Furniture,

A

SOLOMON LUNA,

Draperies

Rugs,

Glassware,

T. C. NEAD, Treainrer and Manager

nt

i

For the
Best Line of

I
i.i

,.

In Albuquerque

See Ours

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
breaking in
needed

T"

I

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Gloml, Vice President.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Success ora to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLK0ALK DKALKR IN

e,

J

V
'

Cbaa. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bacnecbl, Treasurer.

;

Wines. Liquors and Cigars
Wt Jcssp 0W0rytblag In stack to outfit tbo
moat fottldloas bar eomploto
Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. a,

Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrsyra Cedar Brook, Luls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from tbe best Tlnerles,
DiBtilleries and Breweries In tbe United Stat a. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Pries 4et.
Issued to dealers only.

comfort able

Humphrey

aching

thafs

0(00000000X500000000000i

OVALS

n

HEAT with the
Whole of it
COOK with
Half of it.

Simple,

Cheap,
Economical.
The Albuquerque
Gas, Electric Light

U-O-

rarer.

and Power Co.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Phone Red 98
(Eighty-fiv- e

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
Conceded today to be the best is the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

MUSIC
WHITSON
(Established
1882.)

CO.

Coma in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In muelo
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new eaay payment plan.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
116 8outh 8cond etreet.

PALMER
F.Groceries
J.
and Fresh Meats,
Grain,
Hay,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8T0CK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street
Both Phone.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'.

i 2 0 West Railroad Avenue

lOWOieVOOOAOAOittH

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
SAMPLES A NO
CLUB ROOMS

9

THURSDAY, JANIARY

us cm

10,

107.

HO

E

GUESTS
VJITH DANCE
Governor Hagerman and Distinguished Visitors Enthus-

iastically Entertained.
Special Correspondence!
Las Cruoes, Jan. 8. The k' legation conristlne; of nearly 200 El
Pasoans who came here yesterday to
attend the meeting called for the pur-poof promoting the Immediate construction of a highway between this
city and Kl Paso, together with Governor Hagerman, Attorney General
Held and other distinguished guests,
made a trip yesterday on their special
train to the site of the new Leaburg
dam, seventeen miles north of this
city. Upon alighting from the trahn
the visitors were met by Engineer
Hall, who conducted them over the
works, explaining to them the plum
And calling their attention to the
various features of Interest In conundertaking.
with
nection
the
Though the excursion wi rendered
somewhat unpleasant by a steady
downpour of rain, the ardor of the
visitors was kept at par by the realisation that thy were viewing the Initial proceedings In one of the most
engineering projects of
stupendous
the time and one which when It
reaches completion will result in reclaiming a vast area now useless for
agricultural purposes.
Under the direction of Mr. Hall the
guests were taken first to Penasco
rock, on the east side of the Rla
Grande, from which the new concrete
'dam, thirty feet wide and 600 feet
long will be constructed.
The rock
at this point forms a natural barrier,
which the engineers have taken advantage of for the purpose of reducing the size of the dam.- - At each end
of this dam. It was explained, will be
sluice gates from which will' run the
canals which are eventually to irrigate the Mesllla valley and- furnish
homes for 50,000 or more farmers
It was explainand agriculturalists.
ed by Mr. Hall that this dam Is but
a small portion of the Kngle storage
plan to be carried out by the United
States government at an estimated
outlay of $7,200,000. The Leasburg
dam ,he said, would probably be completed by the 1st of April, in time
to catch the spring
Hoods. Altogether two hours were consumed by
the visitors In their trip to the dam
site, after which they returned to this
city.
laying of Cornerstone.
The cornerstone of the new Y. M.
C A. building was laid yesterday by
Governor Herbert J. Hagerman, In
the presence of several hundred Las
Cruces and Kl Paso citizens.
The
Institution when completed will be
Y.
building
M.
A.
C.
first
the
student
erected In the two territories and will
cost $10,000. The ceremonies were
conducted under the auspices of the
Masonic lodge of Las Cruces pqd
were ImprasHlve.
Addresses were delivered by Governor Hagerman, II. L.
Young, president of the Las Cruces
chamber of commerce; Prof. Hiram
Hadley, of the Agricultural college;
President Luther Foster, and C. O.
TltuB, secretary of the Kl Paso Y. M.
C. A., to whose efforts the organization is in a large measure due. Rev.
Dunlap. of the Presbyterian church,
delivered the Invocation.
The society has acquired a membership of
seventy out of n total male enrollment of 135.
Citizens Kiitortain Chief i:eentive.
As a fitting climax to the events In
which our citizens have been enguged
during the day, a grand reception and
ball was given in honor of Governor
Hagerman this evening. The entertainment took place at the rink,
which was elaborateley and becomingly decorated for the occasion.
Our prominent citizens were in attendance and about 100 couples participated in the dunce, among whom
were several from El Paso and out of
town points. E. C. Wade, Jr., served
as chairman of the floor committee,
and excellent music was furnished by
Though the govStoe's orchestra.
ernor was obliged to leave at an early
hour, the festivities continued till
morning and the occasion ended as
It had begun, in a most unqualified
success.

CANDIDATES NAMED

r.GE
this later day stage productions, are
the musical comedies and this eeaaon
has witnessed the launching of some
of the largest ever known. In the
near future we will have the pleasure
of seeing our old but ever welcome
friends, Murray and Mack, themselves
with the largest and best show they
ever gave us. The new piece was
an Instantaneous hit when they first
produced It at the New York theater
last fall In New York. During Its
tour on the road the show has receiv
ed praise from the press of every cttjM
visited, and the same company and
production as played New York and
Chicago will positively be seen here.
Among the more prominent members
of the cast, besides the stars themselves, will be Gus Plxley, formerly
with "Babes In Toyland" Co. Gertrude Rutledge, of "Prince of Pllsen,"
fame; Bobby Harrington of George
M. Cohan parts, in "Little Johnny
Jones;" May Gabriel of "Fantana"
Co.; Francis Trumbull, the hit of
"The Mayor of Toklo" Co.; Fred Gull-larof "Sultan of Sulu" fame; Walter 8. Brower, of "The Free Lance"
east; P. J. Kane, the happy Tad; Bae
Hamilton, of "The Red Feather" Co.;
Florence Cordelia, of "The Vander-bi- lt
Cup" cast, and the best singing
and dancing chorus ever out of New
d,

York.

Murray and Mack have spent a fortune In the scenic and electrical
Among the many song
equipment.
hits, possibly the best, are: "Thursday" Miss Van and her Kandy Kids;
"Hortense," "Mooney Time" "Dear
014 Girl," "The Rose from Dixie,"
"Love, Love, Love," "The One and
Only," "Dear Old Broadway," "At
Evening Time," "The Girl, the Bench
and Moon" and many others. The
company appears here Friday, January 18, at Elks' opera house
MAGDALENA

FOR

I

AR1
T. HAN NAN
OK T1IK
CHICAGO TRIIU'XK St'CCA MIW

I

.

TO, TVHKItt'V'liOSIS AT TIIK
CAPITAL.

The white plague claimed another
victim on Tuesday In the person of
Edward T. Hannan, a staff representative of the Chicago Tribune, and
for a short period recently news editor of the New Mexican at Santa Fe.
Mr. Hannan was the son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Hannan or Milwaukee,
and one of a large family of children.
He began his newspaper career early
In life on the Milwaukee Free Press,
being em ploy d subsequently by several Wisconsin papers and finally securing a staff assignment with the
Chicago Tribune, At the time Of his
death he was regarded as one of the
most capable of the younger members on that paper's corresponding
list though he had only succeeded In
reaching his 25th year,
Mr, Hannen's active
term
of
service In New Mexico was of short
duration. He came to Santa Fe when
he found his health failing in the
neighborhood of a year ago and attempted
to work In connection
with the New Mexienn but he was
obliged to give up the effort after a
few weeks.
Outdoor air soon
him, however, and last week
he came to Albuquerque on a business trip. While here he contracted
the cold which terminated In his
death at St. Vincent's Sanitarium at
Santa Fe. it is expected that the remains will be forwarded to Milwaukee for interment, being held at the
pardon
present time In expectation of advices from the father. Mr. Hannan
had many friends In Santa Fe and his
(alLHEHT'S
KREI
CONSCIENCE
death Is much regretted.
HURT HIM BECAUSE HE WAS
ARHKSTKlt.
BUILDING INSPECTOR

Speeiul Correspondence.
Magdulena, X. M., Jan. 9. The
Hank of Magdalena opened for business last Saturday, s. S. MacTavlsh
Is the cashier and J. R. Foss, assistant cashier and teller.
There Is now prospect of two water
companies who contemplate putting
In a water system for the town.
Miss Fanny McN'ulty, of Ccrril' s.
who had charge of the public school
at Kelly and had many friends, has
resigned r.na has gone to El Paso.
Don Cupid Is said to be responsible,
although this von not the cause given
In her resignation papers.
The Santa Fe Ruilroud- company
has been doing a fine business here
lately. f It is said that during December Its business almost reached the
$20,ono mark.
However that may
be, the heavy zinc ore and
sheep
shipments make this one of the best
points in New Mexico for the company, even though its population
does not compare in numbers with
that of Santa Fe or Las Vegas.
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ACTIVELY

PRESSES CASES

Aixixiicn Biii.niNG onnivwcK
VIOLATIONS ItltOt';iIT TO
M AG I STR

ATI "S NOTICE

City Building Inspector A. M. Whit-com- b
Is getting active In regard to
alleged violations of the city 'ordinance which defines the character f

-

AND MACK

IKE GREAT COMEDIANS
llll. I.I

l
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IO
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JAM'ARY
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Pretty

Prices
No

-

Frtt

Lilt.

'

Round or Bquar
Art of neat design and handsomely finished. Suitable la
every way to be used in rooms
with the moet refined furnish-lnng-

Far superior to tho
usual heavy, ungainly, noisy
folding tables hat were heretofore the only kind made.

Prices Range From $5.00 Up

ALBERT FA
308-31- 0

.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

75c, $1.00, $1.50
Carriage! II s. m.

Sctt on talc Wednesday, Jan. 16, at 9
o'clock at Mitjon't Book Store.

REPORT OF; THE CONDITION
OK

Opera House Roller Rink

The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

At the close of business January 7, 1907

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate
Cash
Puo from other Hanks....

$1,005,430.28
5,036.95
13,421.97
117,469.26
367,605.33
$1,508,963.79

it

LUV1JLLITIEH
Capital Paid Up
s'nrplun and Profits

to

French Bakery

$

Iepo!ts

'Territory of New Mexico.
County of Uemalll!

...

I

1, W. 8. Rtrlckler. Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLE R,
V. P. tc Cash.

. .

Subscri'fed and sworn to before me this

January.

8 th

day of

A. D. 1907.

R.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.

Albuquerque,

150,000.00
59,044.21
1.299.919.58

$1. 508,963.79

REMOVAL

v.

TABLES

a.

Murray & Mack

"Gentlemen, 1 am heartily sorry
for what I have done, and if I caused
anybody any trouble last night when
they went to take care of me, I want
to find out who It was and apologise
to them," Is the rather unusual statement of Fred Gilbert, who had been
fined by Judge Crawford for being
drunk.
"This has been a lesson to me. It
Is; the first time I was ever arrested
in my life, and It will be the last," he
went on, as Chief McMilliu deducted
$5 from the sum of money found on
his person at the time he was taken
up, and returned the balance.
Last night Gilbert, who is a young
man, drank so much "tanglefoot"
that when he went to leave a local
drugstore where he had stopped to
make a purchase, he fell ti the pavement and bruised his right eye. which
was swollen nearly closed.

-

M.

MERRITT,
Notary Public.

DIRECTORS.
SOLOMON

New Mexico

J. C.

I.PNA,

FALDRirxiE,

W.

J. JOHNSON.

irs
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St. IjoiiIs Wool Market.
City, Jan. 10. Cattle
re7000, including 300 southerns.

INTO

BREAK

Market steady to strong. Native steers
tt.O'Ka 6.50; southern steers $3.25 (if
5.00;
cows 12.006)3.75;
southern
native cows and heifers $2.00 ft; 5.00;
stackers and feeders $2.90 ji'4.75;
bulls J3.0OW4.4O; calves $3.25 f1 7.60;
western fed steers $3.25(5.50; western fed cows $2.50 4.00.
Sheep receipts 6 000, market steady.
Muttons $4.651.5.75 lumbs $6.75!!!)
7.60; range wether $4. SO! 6.50; fed
ewes $ 4.H0 j 5.35.

CITY

.hi

JAIL

LOMMORI & ATAUEUCCI

INVESTIGATE!

10

ItLINII MAN ISYES
STREET RECITAL OK VILE
EPITHETS.
!
H.
Metzgar tried to breuk
William
into jail all of yesterday afternoon,
according to the polite, and taxt
night a patrolman asxlHted him in
effecting an entrance to the lockup.
blind, filled hlmelf
Metzgar, who
up on lighting booze and started out
to give a street recital of hla epithet
repertoire. Aiany of the expression
Produce Market.
quotaClosing
I'hleago. Jan. in.
he usi-i- l would not appear well In
print.
tions:
July 76 i- Wheat May 76
After Metzgar had epent the night
; July
43
May 41 '!
Corn
In the city jtttl. Judge Crawford this
44c
morning assessed him a $10 tine for
being drunk and using profane lanOats May 36 c; July 33 'i
77
$16
July
May
guage
i
on the BtreetM.
Pork
Bting unable
$16.624
Lard May $9.50; July $9.52'ij55 to liquidate the fine, Metzgar wan reMay
July
$9.10;
$!.22"i.
Ribs
manded to jull for a period of ten

DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL,
--

of the Albuquerque Business College
Library
Building, Alouquorqu; Now Moxlco
W. K. MILIKKN.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
Th

makao

tho

dutla light, tho caroo

loao,

telofftorto

and tho woMoo fowor.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Tho tolophono prooorvoo yowr
health, prolong your life and
protecta your homo.

Souvenir Crockery
or
viMwm

Alvarado,
IN

YOUR

Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

oIkW

(

j

days.

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Jan. 10. Cattle receipts
9oo, market steady to strong. Beeves
$4.15(fi 7.15; cows and heifers $1.65
4.25; stock els and feeders $2.604.75
Texans $3.75fi.4.50; calves $6.50'i

Read by

Most

Renowned

Mme. Le Normand

j

j

i

Metal Market.
10.
Copper linn.

York, Jan.
led firm 6

6. SO.

Spelter.
St. Louis. Jan. 10. Spelter steady.

'

$6.5j'6.70.

City Uve Sum
Ran
.St.
The best and possibly the moot
Louis Jan. 10. Wool
itstly cIiohm th.it ;ire produced In unchanged.

t.

steady;

1'or Constable.
hereby submit myself to the
of precinct 26 for
a
constable for said precinct, and take
this method of asking for their
suffrage at the election which will
be hebl Monday, January II.
J. II. SMITH.
I

I

I

las Armed, Will Remain a Short Time Only

Tells the past present and future. Reunites
tells how
to Kuin the lu of the one you desire, though miles away; how to sucspeculation, marriage, law suits; locates mineral.
ceed in busin-'ss- ,
FKK MOniilATK.
ROOM SI t.RAM) CKXTRAIi IIOTIX.

ol-e-

UMIK

"MK

L.

AT
IN

blKli

WIMMJW: TIIKX
W1I.I.

KLMl'tMClI.

-

& Co

Cold Ave.

Doctor McCormick

j

;

New
24.25;

'$ZSr

Borradaile
117 w-

Palmist and Clairvoyant

ANNOUNCEMENTS

For Jubilee of IVat-e- .
I hereby announce
myself as a reSheep
18.000, market publican
receipts
candidate
to
for
Shnrp
$4.75
3.50
steadv.
lambs
$3.50'i
ottlce of Justice of the peace for
the
..7.7.'..
precinct 26, of Bernalillo county. I
submit my record as justice of the
Money Market.
peace to the voters of said precinct,
New York, Jan. 10. Prime merElection,
anil solicit their votes.
cantile paper 6tfj'6Vi per cent; sliver Mmidiiy,
Januaray 14.
2
68 "c; money on
t'
steady
la
all
Ct EORGK R. CRAM.
6 per cent
8.75.

Have Your Hand

fretldent.

HANDSOME

.

1

PER CENT DISCOUNT

All those purchasing a scholarship in any of our day courses between now and January 1. 1907,wlll receive a 10 per cent discount
from the regular price. Enter at once. We can secure you a position
when ready for It.
COURSES IN SHORTHAND, BOOKKEEPING, TYPEWRITING ENG.
LISH AND 8PANI8H.

ItlUNKEN

c

MURRAY

Friday, January 18

buildings which shall not be erected
within the fire limits of the city ef
Albuquerque.
He complained of three violations
at the last meeting of the city council
and, upon the advice of the council,
he last night caused the police to
serve notice upon Joe Badaracco to
appear in police court and answer
"
to a charge of violating the building
ordinances. Mr. Badaracco was nick
He
in bed when the officer called.
will appear. as sooi as he Is able.
Notice to the lublk
As at least two other building orI
serve notice to the public
10 to 12, 2.30
dinance violations are complained of, that hereby
li S34 and 7.30
I win not be responsible for any Sessions
more arrests are expected to follnw.
. . . 10.30 P. M. . . .
debts contracted by my wife In the
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
future.
Witness Not Present.
Good Misic and at charge for instruction.
FRAXK H. CLIXE.
No witnesses were present In police
The following quotations were re- court this morning to appear against
ceived by F. Graf & Co., brokers, W. A. Hall, the negro 'porter, who
over their- - own private wires from is accused of having stolen a uniform
and cap from a Pullman conductor.
New York, room 37, Barnett BuildHall will probably be given a heor-in- g
ing:
at the afternoon session of police
court at i i o'clock, when thje
New York Stocks.
will appear against
May cotton
$9.85 him.
American Sugar
135
Hall, who was a Pullman porter, Is
Amalgamated Copper
119
alleged to have stolen the apparal
American Smelters
152
from a Pullman conductor on train
American Car Foundry
From 213 West Railroad Ave.
He was arrested
No. 10 yesterday.
Atchison, common
106 M
by the police last night and lodged In
Anaconda
285
Jail when he returned on No. 1 from
Baltimore and Ohio
1204 Las Vegas.
..
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
81
Canadian Pacific
192 ii
Raynolds' New Building
Colorado Fuel
56
MIRACULOUS ESCAPE Of
Chicago Great Western
17'4
Kiie common
43
Louisvile and Nashville
143
AND
MOTHER
BABY
Missouri Pacific
8 9Vi
Mexican Central
26 '4
New York Central
133H M
US. MM. I.
horsk MAiu;
Norfolk
90 Vi
COMPLKTK JOll OF SMASHK You Want Somethln( Oood lo Eat Oo To The
Northern Pacific
161
ING Ill GGY BY COLMIUNG
X. P. Rites
22
WITH A THEE.
CHAMPION GROCERY AND MEAT MARKET
Chicago & Xorth Western
204
Pennsylvania
139
Reading common
A horse driven by a Mrs. Robert
13714
Rock Island common
Miller, of Burelus, ran from la front
2914
We occupy two large
93
Southern Pacific
of May's shoe store, on Railroad avestore rooms with a
St. Paul
153
nue, down Third street to Silver ave31
complete line oi
Southern Railway
nue, late yesterday afternoon, and
179',-Union Pacific
brought up in front of 315 Silver
-STAPLE & FANCY GROCU. S. S. con)
494 avenue against a large cottenwood
S
,
U. S.
107
tree.
The buggy was tipped over
'
FRESH and SALT
ERIES.
.
31
Greene Con
and w recked and Mrs. Miller and her
MEATS,
ETC
POULTRY,
20 74 baby were thrown to the ground, but
Shannon
179
Calumet and Arizona
fortunately both escaped serious In86
Copper Range
jury. Mr. Miller Is an employe of
Best licci Olive Oil a
54
Old Dominion
the Southwestern Brewery & lee
Xlplsslng ..
13
Specialty.
company.
117
North Butte
I
Proap
delivery
to all parts
6', 4
Santa Fe Copper
f th city.
METZGAR ASSISTED TO
141
Tamarack

PRECINCT CFEICES ceipts

Last night the people's party held
primaries In two city precincts and
Nominated candidates for justices of
the peace and constables.
was
In precinct 1! ne primary
presided over by B. Uuppe., and A.
J. Crawford, the present justice and
tKilice magistrate, was nominated for
the same office, and V. F. Gonzales
was named for constable.
In precinct 26, the primary being
atIed to order by William Kieke. It.
L. Wootton was nominated for justice of the pence, and Frank Frue-carol- li
received the endorsement of
(he primary for constable.
Ab heretofore
mentioned In The
Evening Citizen, W. W. McClellan
and William Hurgesn are the other
candidates for Justice of the peace
and constable, respectively, In precinct fi. and as they have been in
the field for the past few days they
have been doing some first-clacanvassing of the "dear people."
In precinct 2i. the people's party
candidate for justice will find himself up against a strong proposition
In George It- Craig, the present justice of the peace, and who is a candidate for
James Smith
will be his lunnlngmate
for constable.
The election will lie held Monday,
Jan. 14.

Elks' Opera House

'

of patrolman

BUSINESS

Burrowes Feather
Weight Folding

ALL-OVER- S,

DIES AT SANTA FE

Kansa

FOR

THOt'SANns ANI THOUSANDS
OE YARDS OK THE NEWEST EMBROIDERIES, LACES AND
T TOMORROW NIGHT
AT PRICES TO SUIT ALL.
L. KEMPENICII.
The following program will be rendered at the Elks' opera house tomorrow night for the benefit of the
St. John's church, the concert to be
given by the Ladles Guild of that
church:
PROGRAM.
Part First.
No. 1. (a) March "Veritas"
Densmore
(b) "The Birds and the Brook"
Stolts
THOSE HAPPY BOYS
The Ellis Orchestra.
Xo. 2. (a) "Parting Time"
Tostl
(b)
Absent
Metcalf
Mr. J. G. Gould.
"
No. 8. "Seguedllle"
Carmen... Bluet
Miss Claude Albright.
No. 4. "Life"
ltlumenthal
The Famous Originals
Mr. W. J. Lambert.
No. 5. "Walts 8ong"
Bemberg
and a big company of merit
Miss Claude Albright.
Part Second.
No. 6. Selections from Robin Hood
It. De Koven
Chorus of
Girls
The Ellis Orchestra.
No. T. "Alra"
Prophete. .Meyerbeer
Miss Claude Albright.
Who Can Sing and Dance
No. 8. "Fiona"
Adams
Mr. J. O. Gould.
No. 9. "Slumberland"
Moore
Elaborate Scenic and
Miss Claude Albright.
Accompanied by the Ellis Orchestra
and Electrical Effects
Xo. 10. "March, The Albuquerque
)
Maid"
Accompanist, Mrs. Maynard Gunsul.
PROGRAM FOR GRAND

offendeFIuldIsk

BANK

READY

'

NEWSPAPERMAN

FIVE.

ri.KsK

.T.

C. I3ALDRIDG33

DCALCf IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERjklANA'ILLIAMS

PAINT Covers more, loots test, wears the
longest most economical; full measure.
BUILDING PAPER Always In stock, plaster, Lime, Cement. Paint,
Glass, lash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STIEE7 AND COAL AVE. ALBUGUERQUC, NEW MIX.

Temporary offices. 623 West Railroad avenue. Nervous
diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure
habits undertaken. The liquor disease absolutely cured or of aU
not pay; yoS
- may be sent to your
7V?KP'yI a"er CUred- - My iTUnhorn,
on a
guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All busine-strictly
confidential. Hours 1 to 3 o'clock. V. W. McCORMICK
' M ' TD
Sixth street and Railroad avenue. Albuquerque. New Mexico.
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The Matthew Dairy Co.
Start the Hew Year Willi a Greeting to

All.
w
Jones and McFull. experienced men just from the
Bell
tarms Co. Dairy, of Los Angeles, will have lha business In charse
ThS
means you will get the best dairy products on the
Omo' lriM
market.
and you are our customer.
Yours for 1907,
THE MATTIIKW DAIRY CO.
THOMPSON, JONES and McFALL, Proprietors.
Mesnrs.

ALBUQUERQUE

r.r.i: six.

tion to the ambitions of others In his Cohan, who came along from the
party to reach the exalted office he theatre where he wns playing learnnow holds. What chance Tnft would ed of the blind man's predicament i
have to secure n nomination does and led the vender half a mile up'
not appear to be seriously considerRroadway to his accustomed place.
ed thus far. It Is recognized that he bought a paper and passed on. The
will have to count on powerful op- best part of It wns that he did not
position from his own state and Just jtell his press agent about It. News
at present Senator Fornker appears of the divorce procedlngs has revived
determined to make nn much trouble talk current several years ago that

GOVERNOR
HUGHES FOR

0
Say Opponents of President
and of the New Gov-

ernor.
MUCH

SPECUUTION AS TO

WHAT ROOSEVELT WILL

00

Some Things Theatrical and
Otherwise of More or Less Interest to the Public.
New York. Jan. 9. Public utten-tlo- n
Is centered Just at present on the

political situation,
both state nnd
national.
The inauguration of Chan.
K. Hughes, the Insurance Investigator,
as the republican governor of NewYork, has, of course, been looked
forward to almoRt with anxiety by
e
the
machine republicans
who have been eager to know his nt
tltude towards those who get out the
vote on election day. That he would
demand that every aspirant for pub
lie place be capable and of good char
acter, no one has ever doubted; but
whether or not he would, even tf all
other things were equal, give prefer
ence to the party machine workers,
ISy his first
has been a question.
acts Mr. Hughes has shown that he
Intends to be governor himself, that
neither county committees nor the
state committee Itself, can name men
for positions with any confidence
that these recommendations will be
accepted. At the same time, it has
been shown that if the man so put
forward by the party leaders Is avail
able from the standpoint of ability
and character, the governor will con
alder the machine approvul of the ap
plicant as something In his favor,
The opening of Mr. Hughes' term ap
pears to mark the beginning of a new
era in republican politics in New
York. It did not pass without no
tice that President Roosevelt Invited
the new governor to Washington a
few weeks ago to talk over the situation and that Hughes accepted the
invitation, thereby putting himself in
the position of being u "Roosevelt
man."
This incident was accepted
by the old Odell-Plaof
the party as conclusive evidence that
the president tteslres to have at least
a voice in republican affairs In his
native state, and some have gone so
far as to say that he wishes, in the
larger Issues that may arise, to be in
absolute control. And, In this connection, the old story is revived that
Mr. Ruosevelt desires to go to the
United States senate at the expira
tion of his term as president.
Whether this is his ambition no one
can say except through conjecture,
for, if the president has any such
plans for himself, he has never, so
far as Is known, taken anyone Into
his confidence in the matter.
-

old-tim-

tt

war-hors-

es

What President's Future.
The president's future Is indeed
very much discussed in his home cityJust now although he still has more
than two years to serve as chief ex
ecutive. One of the leading news
parers in this city, perhaps the lead
er in respect to political affairs in
which it has exceptional sources of
Information, In a remarkable editorial recently charged that Mr. Roose
velt desired and was seeking an
other nomination to the presidency.
This editorial, which was almost bitter in its tone toward the president
intimated the writer's opinion that
the favorable altitude of the white
house labor leaders had no other object than the securing of labor support for the next campaign. Another
editorial in the same paper, in guarded but sarcastic language, practically declared that Mr. Koosevelt had
permitted unwarranted extension of
pensions to civil war veterans In order to keep the "Old Soldiers" vote
In line. The paper in which these
two expressions of opinion hostile to
the president were allowed to appear
is noted as an exponent of the views
of Wall street, and Its attitude may
generally be accepted as that of the
capitalistic world. Opposition to the
president in financial circles has been
growing for some time and has not
been lessened by the fact that he has
loyally and heartily aproved Secretary Shaw's course In refusing to
pour out government funds to aid
In stock market speculation. The result of the pecreto,ry'g refusal is
seen In the recent decline In prices
on the stock exchange and this, added
to the fact that there are now pending many important
governmental
investigations into powerful corporations including the Standard Oil company, has not tended to lessen the
feeling of antagonism toward
Mr.
Roosevelt on the part of the big
powers in finance. The editorials referred to may be accepted, therefore,
as evidence of a desire on the part
of someone powerful enough to secure their publication, to put the
president in the position of being deliberately false to his word.
That the president may again be
the standard bearer of his party is
regarded
circles
in
here as a possibility, but if this comes
about It is felt that it will be as the
result of the impelling force of conditions, in which the president could
not with honor to himself, decline
to accept the responsibilities forced
upon him. In view of this belief
there has been much discussion here
of late as to what the next year will
bring in republican national politics.
It Is believed that it was a result of
of the subrealization that
ject had reached the acute stage that
caused the announcement by Secretary Tafl which is accepted here as
a tacit bid for the nomination.
Whether it will be taken seriously
enough to relieve the president from
the embarrassment of having himself
debated constantly as a prospective
renominee Is a uestlou. The statement coming from a member of the
cabinet, naturally could not have
been issued without the approval of
his chief, and to that extent Is accepted In political circles here aa
practical notice from Mr. Roosevelt
that he does not Interpose any opposi
-

as possible for both the president
and the secretary over the Browns
ville incident. It does not pass with
out notice that Mr. Koraker seems to
In
have considerable support
the
senate In his attitude on this question
anil that he Is being given n free
hand by bis colleagues.

.fcronic ;! Active,
The most powerful business and social circles of New York were shockby
returned
ed
the Indictments
against (leorge W. Perkins, a member of the firm of J. P. Morgan and
Company, and Charles S. Falrchlld,
former secretary of the treasury. In
the New York Life cases, but the
general public seems to approve.
Analysis of the transactions upon
were found
which the indictments
shows that, except for Its Illegality.
It
It was rather a praiseworthy one.
made a profit for the policy holders
Fair-chilbut none for either Perkins or
The net benefit to the policyRut, techniholders was tl!i:.onn.
cally at least, the law was violated
and the public reasons that If these
men could disregard the statutes for
a good purpose other men might do
the same for an evil one. There has
been much clamor for Insurance indictments and now that the district
attorney has secured these against
two such prominent men, others maybe looked for. It Is no small matter to get a grand Jury to pillory n
member of one of the most powerful
financial firms In the world and Its
consent to do so must be regarded ns
another triumph for William T.
Jerome, who was so unmercifully
criticized for his refusal to prosecute
Perkins on the republican campaign
contribution charge. Against whom
the next proceedings will be taken Is
a source of much worry to more than
one man prominent, now or formerly.
Many Incidents
In Insurance circles.
and transactions brought out in the
Insurance Investigation disclosed ofat
ficial acts which constructively
least, are unlawful, and all of these
are being gone Into by Mr. Jerome.
Some of them, of course, do not furnish sufficient grounds for legal
prosecution but others undoubtedly
do. It is a fact worthy of note that
the Kquitable Life, contest for the
control of which precipitated the enscandal, has so far
tire insurance
came out of the affair without criminal proceedings against anyone with
It and apparently had less to conceal
than other prominent companies.
d.

of More Than I'sual
Interest.
To turn to lighter topics, this city
may be said to be Just recovering
from its holiday dissipation. The
theatres, which for a few days felt a
little falling off in patronage owing
to Christinas buying anil celebration,
are again well filled and so are the
opera houses. These latter, indeed,
have been so prosperous that the
city is astonished.
The Manhattan,
Hammersteln's new house, may be
regarded as a permanent success. If
anything were needed to Increase the
interest In his operatic offerings It
would be furnished by the reappearance here of Mme. Melba, always a
favorite In this city and regarded by
many as the world's greatest soprano.
At the Metropolitan
Caruso seems
completely reestablished In popular
favor and recently has been In a
splendid voice. In the lighter operas,
the appearance of Mine. Llmi Abarba-nel- l
in De Koven's "The Student
King" has furnished a new comic
opera star in a very acceptable role.
Mme. Abarbanell formerly appeared
in grand opera at the Metropolitan
and has an exceptionally good voice,
especially for the character of work
she is now doing. In the theatrical
line most favorable cirtlclsin is given
of Wilton Luckaye's splendid stage
protrayal of Jean Valjean in a dramatization of "Les Mlserables," Victor Hugo's masterpiece. Mr. Lack-ay- e
Is at the Manhattan theatre and
is receiving the cordial and well deserved support of theatre patrons.
Sonic Matter

Mnn ami Wife Disagree.
Theatrical circles were not much
surprised at the announcement of a
divorce suit by Ethel Levy against
(leorge M. Cohan. What led to the
disagreement
of the pair perhaps
the most successful financially
of
present day Thespians Is not known
but it may have been too much prosperity. Cohan, who is not yet thirty
years old, has taken front rank, not
only as an actor, but as a writer of
comedies and composer of
songs and
His revenue
fro ni royal lies on plays and songs Is
estimated to be In excess of 1200,000
a year. When he appears in
it Is always to theatres packed
with enthusiastic audiences and his
lightest remark Is quoted in the
dramatic papers as an oracle from a
prophet. With it all, his head does
not seem to have been turned. He
Is a affable, democratic and unusually charitable to the less fortunate of
his profession. An incident witnessed by the writer, and which
has
never appeared In print, will show
his kindliness of heart. There Is a
blind man wh sells papers In Herald
square until
midnight
when he
moves
Square.
to
One
Times
night there was no one to lead the
blind man to his midnight post.
rag-tim-

EVENING CITIZEN.

THlllSOAV, JAXi.MtY

MACHINE UNDERMINES
IDYLS OF THE DAIRY

'

INTEREST

case of Slgnor Knrlco Caruso. the
matchless Italian tenor. With the
affirmation of his conviction by Re
corder (toff, came the belated Intelligence that Third
Keputy Police
Commissioner Mat hot, who prosecuted Ciyuso In the lower court;
and that a recent act of officer Cain.
Caruso's chief accuser, may be made
the subject of Inquiry by the district
attorney.
Cain's trouble resulted
from a case not entirely unlike that
In which Caruso figured so disastrously and in which the officer's position
is, in a measure, the same. In the
Caruso he was unable to find Hannah Graham, the principal witness
against the tenor, when the case was
called in court and as a result he
became the chief reliance of the
prosecution. In the present case an
Italian who had accused a
of forcing unwelcome attentions upon the accuser's daughter
wai given a severe beutlng for his
Cain arrested the asInterference.
sailant but when the prisoner came
up for a hearing the officer informed the court that the comploinant
could not be found. Another-Avltnes- s
however, appeared before the magistrate with a physician's certificate
which declared that the complainant
was confined to his home as a result
of the injuries received at the hands
of the prisoner and that he had not
been able to leave his home since
t'pon
the assault was committed.
the receipt of this Information the
magistrate called the officer to account and Immediately referred the
matter to the office of the district
attorney for an investigation and if
necessary for action. Cain Is now attached to an obscure station in the
outskirts of the city, having been
transferred from Central park, where
he had been stationed for many years,
immediately after the conclusion of
the Caruso hearing.
The resignation of Deputy Mathot
was undoubtedly an outgrowth of the
Caruso case. His Btrenuous zeal in
prosecuting the famous tenor, his remarkable attack upon the prisoner
and the crowd which filed the courtroom as "curs" and "perverts' and
"men of misfit morals" In summing
up the case before the magistrate,
and his subsequent Indiscreet utterances in which he declared that the
police have records which will show-tha"a bishop, clergyman and other
persons far more prominent
than
Caruso" had been Involved In similar
affairs in this city, earned for him
the deep displeasure of his superiors.
Rumors of his Impending retirement
began to circulate at that time and
they were verified when the announcement came that he would
leave the force with the beginning of
the new year.
The full effect of Recorder doff's
decision upon Caruso cannot, of
becourse, be told now.
It was
lieved for a time that he would have
no further opportunity to seek redress but It now appears that the
case will be taken to the highest
court in the state and that In the
mean time the $10 fine Imposed by
the police magistrate will remain unpaid. I'p to the present time the
singer's career does not appear to
have suffered In the least from the
unenviable notoriety which attended
his arrest and the subsequent hearing
which extended over several days
and which attracted the attention of
not only the entire I'nlled States, but
of Europe aa well. The nights when
Caruso is billed to sing are now. as
they were before, the gala nights at
the Metropolitan opera house.
The
crowds are bigger, more brilliant, and
any
more apprevlative than when
other performer dominates the stage.
This in Itself appears to prove that
the public has excused Caruso because of his great accomplishment
and It seems hardly likely that the
feeling toward him as an artist can
be affected by anything that the
courts may choose to do.

New-Yor-

....

NEW MEXICO

capital and surplus, $100,000

Thiil t'nrusii
'asc.
It was a peculiar combination
of
clrcunisitances that brought promi- nently before the public on the same
day last week the names of the three
principal 'figures In the now famous

e.

IK7.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

,'Mlss levy was the cause of the
breaking up of the old association
of the "Four Cohans" and the withsister,
drawal of (leorge Cohan's
Josephine, from his productions.
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TUB XEW Mtl,KING MACHIXK.
Milwaukee, Wis.. Jan. 10 The sue- -'
"What's a dairy maid?" will inter- cessful milking machine has been
the small girl.
vented, ft Is said. A
w ny, long, long hrh. before vou
milking machine Is be- - ever were on earth,
they used to milk
lug Installed
in the University of! cows by hand, because they
Wisconsin agricultural
department have milking machines, the girlsdidn't
who
Its success will mean the revolution-- ' did
the milking were called dairy
Izlng or the dairy business.
maids."
will explain.
mother
The golden-haire- d
dairymaid
who
"oh, bow funny!" the small Klrl
has been read and sung about, who will snicker. "It's Just like a fairy
tripped across the pasture lot, her tale. (io on once upon n time "
pina sunnonnet
hanging
by
Its
During the tests of the machine at
strings, her face saucy and dimpled, the state university, special attention
her hands clasping the picturesque w III be paid to the effect of the new
milking stool all Is gone. In her method upon the cow. The
e
an unsightly contraption of alr pauies placing the machine upon the
pumps, and Iron pipes, and trapping:
market make the buyers sign a con
Manufacturers of the new machine tract forbidding the presence of vissay that 10 years from now a picture itors while the cows are being milkof a cow being milked by hand will ed. They say that cows become very
be greeted, with shrieks of Vnlrth.
excitable in the presence of strang
Mother will start her bedtime ers, and they want this latest result
stories by saying. "Once upon a time of progress and civilization to spare
there was a
dairy maid no deathblow at the romantic and
picturesque.
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Extends to Depositors Erery Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRBCTCBS
Luna, President; W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. anj Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, . sst, Cashier; Wro, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon
A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Croiwell.

Solomon

ns,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FC RY.

coni-plae-

Territorial
Topics
urx.wv.w

in hi:i
K'CIPATS

AT KATOX.

On Wednesday a team of spirited
horses owned by Hugo Seaberg
away with Mrs. Seaberg, who was
driving them, and Miss Agnes, says
the Itaton Hange. The horses were
hitched to a small sleigh and apparently took fright at some object In
passing and ran a distance of two or
three blocks, throwing out Miss Agnes
and later overturning the sleigh upon
Mrs. Seaberg.
The horses were
stopped by Marshal, Howe near the
llncky Mountain depot and Mrs. Seaberg was rescued from a rather perilous position. Beyond a severe nervous shock, neither of the occupants
were llijiire.il.

rn

prospect brightened somewhat whea
In a course of a search of the ef
fects the searchers came upon a
handsome box of rich and curious
workmanship which was securely
locked. The key to It was found, but
when It. was unlocked it could not be
opened. There was a secret spring
somewhere.
It was afterward found
that it was in w hat had been supposed
to be an ornamental screw through a
knob at the corner of the top of the
box. It required the loosening of this
screw to complete the unlocking.
When the box refused to open after
it had been unlocked suspicions were
aroused lest It contain a bomb or
other infernal machine.
It contained nothing of an explosive
character nothing bu,t scraps of
paper and a couple of images, one of
them a little wax god or ikon, and
the other an ikon of some other material. There was a medallion of the
Madonna, similar to others which had
been found among the woman's effects soon after her death.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

MEW MEXICO

orriccR and oimmertMf
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

President
vice President
Cfcahler

Assistant Cashier
Director

U. 0. DKR09ITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository lor Atchison, Topcks

&

I500.000.W
1250,000.00

Santa Fe Railwsy Compoy

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Take LAXATIVE BROMO wulnlne
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts
old soi.in:iis or
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
the Wor.J
IXI-X'SANTA
Ol I It Kits. k falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
At u regular meeting of Carleton Signature Is on each box. 25c.
post No. 3. (iraud Army of the
Held Saturday evening last at
We Want Your
Business
its post hall in Santa Fe, the follow- WILL LEGISLATE
ing recently elected officers of the
post were duly installed for the present year by Past Department ComAGAINST GAMBLING
DIRECTORS
mander Jacob Weltmer: J. P. VicO. N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E A
Mlera.
tory, commander: Candelarin MarD. H. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbe.
tinez, senior vice commander: Will-lami:miu:i: or aki.ona assk.mhly
Holander. junior vice commanXOlMi:s I IK WILL INTRO.
der: Jacob Weltmer, chaplain; Ane-clt- o
in t i: him, pKoiiuirriNG it.
Abeytia. surgeon: J. M. Garcia,
adjutant: Kdward Krumpegel, officer
of the day. and Pedro Quintana. otfl
A Phoenix dispatch savs: "To carrv
cer of the guard.
out my pledges to the voters of Maricopa county as soon as I get recognition on the lloor of the council I will
HOW A YtH'NC; HOY W AS
SAi:i FROM WATFItY (.It AM:. Inintroduce a bill to prohibit gambling
O. C. K. DeMund, whose prompt acall forms in Arizona."
This statement was made by
tion saved him from drowning. Karl
Mrady O'Neill, member-elec- t
s years oiit. owes jis life, says
to
the legislative council from Maricothe Phoenix Gazette
Mr. and Mrs. DeMund were driving pa county. Continuing he said during
to the Country club when they pass the course of an Interview:
"I will Introduce another bill, which
ed Karl
and two other boys,
aged about ti years, playing on a will ask that the license for saloons
outside of cities be not less thun
bridge over the town ditch.
DeMund's horse shied l the boys, 1400 per year, lly this law I hope to
AND
which called his attention to them. close the deadfalls In the small minDriving on a short distance, he heard ing camps.
"In every speech 1 made In the last
one of tiie boys scream and then an
other cried: " Mamma, mamma, he Is campaign I promised the people that
I
would go into the legislature to stop
drowning."
Having Just heard a splash, made gambling if possible, and to prohibit
by the boy falling, DeMlud jumped the saloon business.
"The territory needs a law that
from his. buggy and rushed to the
bank of the canal, but tw nothing will close the saloons at midnight and
until a few seconds lutf. when he keep them shut, back door and the
"OLD RELIABLE."
caught sight of the Kvait- - boy's foot front tin Sunday. This is one reform
1871.
that I believe the members of the legon the surface of the cailil.
DeMund stepped into fie water to islature will suppnit with little op- V
position."
his waist ami catching (he protrudO'Neill Is said to have the support
ing foot, pulled the boy! out unconof a number of members in both
scious.
Taking the lad across Hi knee, De- houses in the campaign he will wage
Mund pressed upon his stimach and against gambling and the saloon busiFLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
forced out what water
had swal- ness.
lowed, bringing him to jn less than
A
.Jamaica Lady
Ilighly of
a minute.
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Qrocerte
CliuiiilM-rUitn'f- t
lough Remedy.
In the Southwest.
0
Yoi'Nt; sn,oit ici iiiins
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the suTO (SANTA I K. perintendent of Cart Service at Kings-tolru L. Grimshaw, sou oS. it. (irini-shaJamaica. West Indies Islands,
AND
general manager r the Santa says that she has for some years used
Fe Central railway, hasj arrived in Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy for 5 RAILROAD
""ALBUQTJERQUB,
AYEN UK.
Santa Fe and will probacy make his coughs, croup and whoopiug cough
K.
home there in the future. The young and has found It very beneficial. She
man attained his major.v u few has implicit confidence in it and would
w eeks ago and It was on! account
of not bu without a bottle of It In her
this fact that he was a tit- to return home. Sold by all druggists.
one-hayears
ago
home. Four and
In a Straightforward Way.
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
he enlisted as an uppreuli- - boy in the
Monday,
get
and
it back Wednesday.
I'nlted States navy and luring most
That's how we do business. Our
of the intervening time has served Imperial Laundry Co.
methods here are such as we should
on board the bultleshiM Alabuma.
I low to I'rcu'nt lliliuus Attack.
not be ashamed to adopt in private
which Is now cruising
southern
One who is subject to bilious ut- life.
We handle best varieties
w aters.
During his careen as u sailor
of
rough and dressed lumber
on the briny deep he has li en around tarks will notice that for a day or
of every
more
description,
before
Is
the
he
not
all
attack
hun
thoroughly
the world and gone asll'te on a gry at nieul
and carefully assorted, and seasoned
times and feels dull after
g
can sup.
tour at nearl a of the eating
ply anything In this line at
A
dose
of
Chamberlain's
lowest
t to Santu
principal seaports. He
prices. Any quantity desired. Prompt
and Liver Tablets when
Fe from Denver, where he spent a Stomach
delivery.
symptoms
these
first
appear
will
ward
few days visiting his siste and other
relatives. At the time he reived his off the attack. They are for sale by
discharge he was doing i'H' aboard all druggists.
rio
CO,
tiie receiving ship Ilaml k at the
LESS DIRT, MORE HEAT $6.00
navy yards in l'.rooklyn.
PER TON, GENUINE GAS COKE.
cMttr Corner Third and Marquette
W. H. HAHN & CO.
KTKNGK WOMAN'S

Banking

m

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

Eu-ge-

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

EVENTS

January

11
Miss Claude Albright
grand opera sketches at Elks' opera house, under auspices of St.
John's Episcopal church.
January 18. Murry and Mack, in
comic opera.
January 28 Paul Gilmore, la Yale.
February 1 King Richard,
the
Third, by John GrffUh.
February 4 Hoyfs Comedy Company.
February 5 Sis Hopkins.
February 6 Messenger Boy.
February 9 Creaton Clarke.
February 11 Julius
by
Caesar
Charles Haoford.
March 14 The County Cfcainnan.
This is the banner perforniAnce of
the season.

In

If you want results in advertising,
tr-- an evening citizen want ad.
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER I
I
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FARM

FREIGHT WAGONS
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UNIFORMITY

ill

The ever uniform quality of
Blatz Wiener means that
principles are practiced at the brewery
un-deviati-

sight-seein-

WIENER

dim-unio-

in

granoTlumber

BEER

i:i'l

Thtf most critical exactness is

MILWAUKEE;

i

exercised in every process.
Fruit's why Blatz lieers are
always tiie same.
tf. ni ATT naruuiNr! rr Mil uaiiis cl-

iMnoawMHMAlwiy)
FOR

SALE

by Stern,

Schlott

tha

oma

& C Ompany,

Kt TS ARK IXAMINKO.

Kxaminatlon of the per4nal effects
of Nicolas De Raylan, t" woman
posing us a man whose fx was re
vealed after her death 1 Phoenix
failed to throw any ligl on the
strange career of the Iniysterious
-

Good Old "BUtz'i
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

"man-woman-

."

There had been a hope! hat
thing would bfuuild wlull
disclose the secret whlchl has
worrying the whole couutt or
would at least give a clew J It.

nerpe, ine popular
nr. aukum
overseer of tht? poor at Fort Madison,
la., says: "Dr. King's New Life Pills
are rightly named: they act more
agreeably, do more good and make
one feel better than uny other laxative." Guaranteed to cure bilioussome ness and constipation. 25c at all drug
would stores.
been
which
Patronize the "New Home" BakThe ery. 213 West I'.allroad avenue.

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber,

Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting'

First and Marquette

Alkoqaerqoe, New Mexico

Tlll'RSDAV.

.IWI

AKY

in.

ALBUQUERQUE

IW,

puWoijr money into aIGERMANY
aLCABlNLT

EVEXIXO CITIZEN.

PACE SF.VF.N.

MAKES A MINT OF

T7

1

1

venicies

MONEY OUT OF HER RAILWAYS

I

AND

Harness
at Reduced
fW

Start the New Yeat Right
Save Your Money for a
HOOSIER

Prices.

t
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT

THAT SPRING 18 THE ONLY
NOTION
IS COSTING THEM
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
MONEY.
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

J. D. EMMONS,'

KITCHEN CABINET

The Furniture
Write for Booklet.
Cor. Coal and Second
Cor. Coal & second, Eatt end Viaduct
Colo Phone R 177
Auto Phone 474
Kislant K'nrr;il ni.inuijiT with

Tresritll, Arizona

IS

BRAKEMAN

Albuquerque Carriage Company

Man.

Corntr First Strut and T(raa Aveaa

OfX)tX00XOCO0TC
fllio at

'urnluc'tora fipoiRp Triii and Harry
Ci't's ick have l lis
for To- pfka whltlu-- thfy (to as a Rtlevnixe
coiiiniittop to air the Kiivnncps of
the conductors and the trainmen
.A. J. liishoji formerly auent for I In?
.at the territorial capital.
Santa
t
has lieen checked In u. actliiR
for the company at Williams Arizona.

WE FILL

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

PRESCRIPTIONS

i

203

r

KILLED. NEAR

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j

NUE

j j j j

UKi-n-

OTERO
'

con vi:vno

oi

om- .MISSION .MKIU'll W

Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,

c

I

S.

Jan. 10. The fifteenth
annual convention of the National j
Lieagup of Commission merchant
of
at
the I'nlted Slates
commenced
MononKaliela house yesterday morn- InR.
were "oil delegates
There
In attendance.
In opening the pro- ceedings Mayor (lutlirie warmly welcomed the visitors and hoped that
their deliberations would be attendsuccess. F. K. Wagner, the
ed wlt-president, In his annual address dealt
with the liability of the railroads in
Hie matter of
perishable products.
The question, he said, was of vital
Importance to all commission merchants, (ireat damage Is daily being
sustained by frost In transit and
something should be done immediately to secure merchants against loss
caused by the negligence of railroad
companies who were common carriers. Itesolutlons dealing with tho
matter were passed.
IMttsbutK.

o'clock on Tuesday, Uoderick
F O'Connor, n Santa Fe Inakcman,
was Inxtantly killeil near (Hero, his
head and the upper portion of hln
body beliiK ground to pieces by the
wheels of an enielne. tank under
which he had fallen, says the Hilton
At

1
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OF Till: FASTKST OF OERM.V
TltAIXS.
conductors $3 73 and engineers $ 4 'i0 ownership bpcause they nre provided
VASTLY
IU:i:
l'KOIITAIll.K
by the surplus gained on the other
!"e,,r- HI T Till: Tlt.VINS
DON'T lU
The cars are well built, coin- I'AsT.
Fares are very cheap in i o. i many, classes.
t cheaper than In any F.uropean coun-tr- y fortable efficiently heated and well
UanRP.
lighted.
where the railways are not
For some time past he hail been as- The only serious drawback to
licly owned. The rates are 31, centa
Kinried to what is known as the "coal
lie ow nership in Germany I the slow
This is the first of four urtleles
2
a
cents
first
class:
mile
second
run." While his crew was lining some,
ness of the trains, which Is perhaps
describing the operation of pubclass, and
cents third class.
work at Otero he went out to protect
lic ownership railways in
due to the absence of competition,
H aRninst an npproachliiK train. As
It Is possible to travel from Merlin for the Herman express trains cannot
the engine was passing he attempted
to Cologne. 370 miles, for SIS first show any brilliant performances. The
to lurd the cab when he slipped and
class. $10 second class, and $7 third fastest train from llerlin to Cologne
fell beneath the wheels of the tank.
class. The Herman slate railways shows an average of 45 miles an
lly Harry t. I'uriiicr.
The remains were brought to llaton
aso provide on the slower trains
The fastpst train in Oermany,
llerliii, Jan. 10. (iovernment own fourth class carriages In which Im hour.
and the funeral held at 1:30 p. m.
from llerlin to Hamburg, gives an
Saturday and Interment In Fairmont
ership of railways in Oermany has pecunious persons can travel for In- average
of about 52 mile an hour.
cemetery
been organized as nearly as possible finitesimal sums. These fourth, class
Hod O'Connor was a biR husky lad
in the way It will have to be done carriages, which are a great boon to
i'lic next articles in tills series by
111
of lively disposition and Ken lit manthe I'nlted Slates If America ever the working c lasses, would be I11- Mr. rainier will 1m iiii the
ners and was well known and very
tries it.
possible under a system of private
railroads of ilclglimi.
popular in railroad circles and in llaPractically all th railways in Ger
i.txin
ton. He was horn In LaSallt' 111. in
Clti:s OF I1NK
many, .10,000 miles, are government
September 1S75 ,and had been emi..m oi'i:m:i) to
owned, but
of comprising u
of the Fifth Judicial district, and (1.
ployed hereabouts as a railroader for
Washington, Jan. 10. Upwards of single nationalinstead
system the various NEW MEXICO BAR
V. I'richard of the Sixth judicial dis- the imst twelve years. His father. 12.000 acres of laud east of the east linew form tt
of vlnte sVKtotiia
trlct.
Mlchae J. O'Connor, met a tragic fate ern boundarv of the former Xez
by Interstate agreement.
Attorneys Fergusson, Harllee and
1KS3 at Amarp?o (now I.uml.erton ). I'erie reservation in Idaho has been
Notwithstanding the fact that there
ASSOCIATION MEET Jones were the absentees.
Hlo Arriba county, N. M. The senior1 thrown open to entry In the Lew
are eleven dtnerent systems of slate
Assistant I'nlted States Attorney K.
O'Connor had there located a coal
land office. The land lies a few
within the empire, the
Meiller acted on the committee for
mine, and in a dispute with "Jump- miles east of Kamlah and Kooskia. ownership
work smoothly anil without IX AXXr.W, MISSION
OF Attorney Fergusson.
Csl".
ers" was assassinated, beintr shot to on the Clearwater Short Line rail- railways
A national convention meet
death. The mother died at I.aCrosse, road, and much of it has been squat- friction.
ttouxi:y iiitsox or time to time in order to secure
Kansas. March 1. 10. There were ted on for several years. The state from
tTMCAKI TAKF.X I P.
uniformity
service.
of
CONSTABLE
MR. AND
four boys in the family, only two of will reserve the precedence of right
living Martin A of entrv for sixtv davs and in the
The greater part of the Herman
whom are now
The New Mexico liar association
O'Connor, a farmer and stockgrower nieaIltlnie
filings will be allowed at railways, 22.0OU miles, are in the met in annual session at 2 o'clock
ON HONEY
TRIP
I
possession
of
Prussia.
if Il.ireta Mesa. and Thomas
except
offered
those
offices
land
the
yesterday afternoon in the chambers
Succes-JTu- I
at Oihv.
O'Connor, connected with the C.ate hv prior bona fide homestead set
Thirty years ago the Prussian gov- of the territorial supreme court, Sun-t- aCity Lumber company.
tlers.
Fe, President A. H. Kenchan preernment systematically acquired or
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Constable nre
Deceased was a married man.
In the city on their honeymoon trip,
railway lines,
which siding. K. H. Hantia secretary.
constructed
at 216 South Second street, I'lllIM SAILS I'OH
present
were:
members
nther
llaton. but had no children. Among
Till: IMTF.l SIATKS. might on occasion be important for Chief Justice William J. Mills of Has the guest of the family of George N.
of 510 Fast Adams street.
those present at the funeral were a
Cherbourg. Jan. 10. Among the military reasons. The state railway Vegas, Associate Justice John
II. 'Marshall
They expect to leave this evening via
sister of the widow from Triividad and passengers who sailed from here yes lines were worked with such success McFle of Santa Fe. Associate Justice
h brother from AKiillnr.
terday on the Auguste Victoria for from the very beginning that sur- Frank VV Parker of I.as Cruces, As- the southern route, for 1am Angeles,
New York was ttiancomo Puccini, the pluses were realized, so that the gov- sociate Justice William H. Pope of which will be their home. They were
into
SMM.I WItKCK
married
three weeks ago in St.
famous composer, who will produce ernment was able to extend lines
Hoswell. Associate Justice ICdwurd A. Joseph. about
IX l.OCAl, YAIIIIS four of his operas
Mo., und since then
have
in the United sparsely populated districts. Kxten-sio- n Mann of Alamogordo, Attorney den-!erwas not pursued without opposilarger eastern
Cosiderable excitement was raised States. He will personally superin
C. Held of Santa Fe, Asslst-- i made a tour of the
W.
at the local station this morning by a tend the production of "Mnnon Les- - tion within the Prussian parliament nut Attorney lleneral K. C. Onrtner cities. Mr. Constable Is one of the
report that passenRer train No. 10 caut." ".Madam
Hutterfly." "Tosca,' and ultimately regulations were made of Santa Fe, Assistant I'nlted States best known business men In the west.
had been w recked a mile south of the and "La I'oheme," at the Metropoli for t lie disposal of the annual surplus Attorney K. I.. Medler of Albuquer-- j He has operated In Arizona, N. M
city. The train had been reported on tan. He Is likely to arrive on or in order to prevent the financial side que. Attorneys T. H. Catron of Santa and western Texas particularly for
a great many years, conducting u
time but Just before it was due a about the 16th in time to attend the being unduly developed to the detri- Fe, W. II. Chllders of Albuquerque.
ment of the economy of the state, or
Kullrh enerine fYom the lower end if premiere of his "Manon Lescaut."
on grievances pre commercial brokerage business w ith
committee
The
vice versa. Measures were taken also sented papers charging Attorney W. ottiees in t.A 1MH0. .Miiuquerque aim
the yards brought news of a wreck.
activity
For iny disease of the skin there Is to preserve the national credit, for
There was a noticeable
rr,,..,,.,,.-inoeuix. lie maintains el large aim
will, inn,
iiitu.,
among the several switch engines in o'T rilC'tter than Chamberlain's the acquirement of private railways fesslonal conduct. He is accused of well equipped warehouse ill this city
It relieves the Itching and and the construction of new lines soliciting business unlawfully and and It is understood he has similar
the yards. Presently an engine came J ;filve.
in from the south leaking steam from., burning HeAuitinn instantly and soon doubled the national debt.
making the claim of having peculiar facilities In both the other cities.
lty 1SS2 the annual surplus of the Influences which enables hini to se Phoenix Republican.
everj' point. Its pilot was coverc.'t effects a cure, Sold by all druggists
V. H. Constable is well known in
receipts over the expenditure of the cure acollittals.
with bits of broken wood and its ft"
s i:oit.Moi s
city and therefore
llndar heads on both sides were d
has many
Prussian state railways was approxi1111 motion it was ordered
theihls
that
, ' ltl ISi:it COMPLF.TI'.l,
11I04
It papers be
In
Behind it was a IiaBKa"
mately t3ri.tMMi.ooo.
- friends here who will Join with this
Attorto
District
referred
I.ondoBji
, i. 10.
The official trials amounted to 1 ttl.0o0.000. This latter
gratlllations to
car bearing the evidence of a collier,
of Tucumcarl paper In extending
:m
cruiser. Warrior, took surplus is equal to a dividend of 7.17 nev Merrill Meachani
son The front end crushed iti and it
himself and Mrs. Constable,
prefer
request
he
that
the
with
and
tt
placf
south coast yesterday am per cent on the Invested capital.
was otherwise disfigured
charges against Attorney Hltson and
Her keel
No one wanted any better evidence i roved hlg iv satisfactory.
I'p to 11105 the Prussian govern- prosecute the same.
After a heavy meal, take a couple
',!aid
liie
was
!"M at Pembroke
in
730,
402
t2,
expended
225.
your
than that there had been a pas
2
had
ment
of loan's ilegiilets, and give
adjourned
until
meeting
The
slip
indock, and
was constructed at
senger wreck and the excitement
nationalizing tile railways and ex- o'clock on the afternoon of January stomach, liver and bowels the help
for
Her tonnage is tending the existing railway system. 21st.
The only part about t he cost of $".mio,Ooo.
creiued
they tIII need. Itegulets bring
evidence, to the wise ones was that 14.3.'iO and today she developed I
regular passages of the bowels.
All the publicly owned railway
NT.:
and speed of 26 knots. Her ehielf arma systems of the smaller Herman states
the disfigured engine was No.
I tar
AiIiiiIshIoms
to
consists of six 9.2 guns, four are nol so successful as those of
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADthat It was too big an engine to be meiit
F.lght or
applicants for admisrunning on the Horny Toad division. T. 5 guns and four torpedo tubes Prussia, but the majority make a sion to the ten
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
Mexico apNew
bar
of
Nob. 71 and f0 are big enough for tne Her crew numbers 630. Five other profit equivalent to li or 6 per cent on peared for examination yesterday afSTORE.
The crippled engine vessel of the Warrior
HI Paso branch
class are the Invested capital.
There is no ternoon by the bar commltte appointhad scarcely got out of the way now in tile dock.
public ownership ed by the territorial supreme court.
the
in
which
state
her nose
71 poked
when ensrine
in a deficit, and The name of those who are successof railway renult
Many ills come from Impure blood
tliouia Uow
it at tout ittenn'Auiiitriful
through the cloud of mist hovering
earning
Is equivalent to ful will tie announced today.
lowest
The
the
pure
Can't
have
di
faulty
blood
with
over the lower end of the urds and gestion lazy
iMARVELWhirlingSpray
3.5 per cent on the capital invested. examination yesterday afternoon was
sluggish
liver
and
bowels
gin
fjrlmg:
ilw new
in came No. 10 safe and sound
Prussia employs 3H3.000 men on a written one on question of law.
strengthen
one llurdock FiliMid Hitter
was
wrecked
The engine
II I'M im
now
whom is
as
examining
railways,
each
of
committee
lnl.
her
The
liver,
bowels
purities
sotinach
and
and
bringing a freight train in from tne
2at
tn a pensbm on disablement tin constituted Is composed of It. C. (iort-ne- r Am Wy
tlriurvial for it
west It had collided with a box car the blood.
vary
tij.
H. If l0 our
district;
age
Salaries
reaching
Judicial
of
First
the
the
of
t!n
cannot
iifiy
In the south end of the yards. The
ft..
h K
I'l
Anyway, the Hermans
have one from t265 a year, paid the man-thin- g H. Fergusson of the Second Judicial Mtlir.
Imi
tiiip -' f' It 1TTM
wrecked baggage cur was a X part of
year
to
A. H. Harllee of the Third
be
a
district;
ill
camto
to
t30l
lMk
for
thankful
their
tllntrtt.i
-- m.m
which
.
the equipment of train No.
paign. Senator Tillman won't take hrakemen. Ueneral passenger agents Judicial district; A. A. Jones of the full inirtirui t fcji.l iitf !...
went in the ditch at Pluew.iter last part In It.
!
M.W
Held
W.
Ultk.
44
Mrrrt.
draw t!200, ticket collectrs fi"t: Fourth Judicial district;
Saturday night
I

'

and all kinds of saddlery supplies.
You ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for $55.00.

N

1
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govcrn-inciit-own-

i:tuy.

Met-it-

is-t-

Few Words

A

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says when you buy Horse

J. Korber & Co.

Blankets or Lap Kobes,
insist on the famous 5A.
They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them
long-of-we-

In Our New Store

ar

CURE

THE

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

LUHU8

Dr. King's
Nov; Discovery

All Klnda of Fraah

and 8alt Mat
Steam Sauaaga Factory.
tMIL KLEINWORT.
Maaonlo Building, North Third BtraA

WITH

W. E. MAUGEK

Priea

FORC0UGHS
OLDS

EOcMI.OO

Mi

Free Trial.

WOOL

I- -.

n

1

IS.

ION

'

Buraat and Quickest Cure for ail
THROAT and LUNO TROUB
LES, or MONEY SACK.

with RaaDe ft Manrer.
Office, 11S North Flrat St.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

Williams' Indian Pile

will cure tlllnd,
10)11 E SDr.
ana Itching
Piles, llntisoriisihetiiiuors.

rori

BECKER HOTEL

A. SLEYSTER

7.

Management, Hwembar

Ne

REAL ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room I. Cromwell Block. Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.
INSURANCE,

ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
BKLKM, M. M.

RANKIN & CO.

1

i

THE HIGHLAND LIVER
BAM BROOK B)Om. Prop.

r:(d,i)

LIVERY AND BOARDING. 8TABLI
SADDLE HORSES 8PECIALTY.

j

1

of-th- e

The "Sadie" for mountain partlea aai
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John tM

1

1

IK

.

m

I.

heretofore division superintendent of the Oulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe at lleaumont. Tex., has been
transferred to Cleburne. Texas, as
division superintendent, to succeed J.
W. Robbins. resigned.
John Hlenn.
trainmaster at Cleburne, has been
at
superintendent
made division
lieaumont, in place of Mr. Hall.
Ceneral Manager Wells and the
other coast lines officials, w ho were
in the city two days for the purpose
of inspecting the local shops were
joined last night by Alfred Lovell.
superintendent of motive power for
the Santa Fe system ami last niRht
the whoe party left, going west .
11 M
While, corresponding secretary of the Missouri Press association
announces that the Wabash llallroad
company has agreed to exchange
transportation in the Male f'r newspaper advertising. The transportation
is pot good out of t li state or on an
' '
Interstate trip
4
f
man
liiaka
toruierly
Wore,
Marion
for Hie Santa Fe Hallway coiupan ai
llaton. was granted a divorce from
his wife In St Louis They were mar-lie- d
and formerly lived in llaton.
general
vV.
A. 1'rake, heretofore
superintendent and chief engineer of
lie Santa Fe. Presi olt & Phoenix, has
been appointed vice president and as- Hull

-

I

lj

A. E. WALKER,
rmm

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
aB
tlon. Offlc
at 217 Weat RaQraMi
ayenue.
OF THE COLD
we appreciate
a perfectly heated
house, but It Is not every house that
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Is properly warmed. If yours is lacking in any way, or if you are undecided what Is the best system to in LIVERT, SALE, FEED AND TRANf
stall in a new house and need infor
FER STABLES.
mation that ia trustworthy and Talu
able, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Mules Bought and
changed.
We are specialists for hot water, hot
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THB CflT
between Railroad aa4
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co 8eoond Street,
Copper Arenne.

COMING IN OUT

m

The Katun ltange nays: Superintendent James M. Kuril of Las Vegas,
with a small party on a special train,
went to La Junta on Friday morning.
He arrived in llaton Wednesday evening and Thursday was sent in an
of bridges on Hie branch between Hebron and Van Houten. fill
Thursday evening he held a conference in llaton with a committee of
englnemen.
The special train will.
probably return to llaton in a
A

av hI-

I, 1906

Oppoalta the Santa rm Depot

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTAVfe
LOANS.
Automatic phone 461.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Balldlaa--

'

ager-ln-chle- f.

at ORAD I
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Every Woman

)

uluys the lu.'biiiK" t once, acta Dealer In Orocerlea, PtotUIohj, tta
;is a Douliice. irHcn Instant ro
Grain and FueL
lief. Mr. Willhims'JnrilniiPileOlnt-men- t '
Fine Una of Imported Wlnaa. b!qae
l iwenared for Pllei anil Itch
Kvory box is
purls.
and Cigar. Place your order tea
U ing of the private
warranted. Hy druiorkt, by mull on re
line with na.
ceipt of price. .Ml cent! unit l.HI. WILLIAMS 213--thla
7
2
NORTH THIRD RTRjm.
cuveiauu. uuin.
IMNUlnClUKIIIli 11..
FOR SALE BY S. VANN Sr. SON.
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Albuquerque, N. M.

KILL the COUCH
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212 North

No.
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its Location
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HKI.KX IS 31 MILKS Slil'Tll 'F A LHIgf Klty 1' K.
X. M. AT TI1K Jl.X'TIi. oF THK MAIX I. IX K nK
I.KAM1XO KAST AM)
TIIK SANTA FK SYSTK.M
WKST FROM I'HK'Adll, KANSAS t'iTV. UALVKSTOX
AN'lJ I'tilXTS KAST To SAX FIIANCISCO. I.I IS AXllK-I.KANll Flli'.M THK KASTKHX AXI) XnitTIIRUX
STATUS in Kl. i'ASO AND TEXAS.
TS, J.'.xH'l
AXI IlKSlIiKXTK
l.OH'l MfSIXKSS
FKKT. LAlli HIT WITH M IK I AD Ml ANll
STIlliKTS, WITH AI.LKVS 1 FKKT WIHK, WITH
HKAl'TIFl'I. I.AKK A X I ITHLIt: I'AUK A. I) I'.IIANU
H.I) SHAUK TIIKKS; ITI'.Lli" Si'HKL HH SK. i'OST-IXCUM M KHC'I A L Cl.l lt; A
$16.0011; CHrilCHKS;
I'l H'l'LATlUN OK l.r.Oo I'Kiil'LK; SKVKIIAI. LAIICK
HKI.KX
THK
KSTA I'.I.ISII M KXTS;
.MKitfANTILK
PATKXT llOl.LKIt MILL. l A'.'At ITV 150 UAHllKLS
HAILY; I.AKHK WIXKItY; TllllKK 1IOTKLS.
KTC. I1KLKX IS TIIK LAItCKST SIIII'-I'lXIMUXT Foil WiniL. FLOlIt, WHEAT, WINK.
ITS
liKAXS AND DAY IX I 'KNTK A L NKW MKXH'u.
' 'M M K
lMl'iiKTA-MAS A liltKAT
'I A L HA1L-IHIA1'ITY IX THK XKAIt I'l 'l i lli: I'AX Xi iT I!K
KST1MATKD.
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TO BELEM, H, M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway
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I'AST

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

I.IMITi:i

or

K.nr thai ns
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1

0
K000COaK0
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A Railway Center
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WKST,

MM: IIIHOK.H
XOISTIl AND SOITII.

;ihii.

jOHN BECKER,

Pies

WM, M. BERBER,

Im-

lll.

AXI

wii.i.

;o

TO HKI.KX. KAST

XKWSI'AI'Kll.

IIX KASY
DKKDS.
TW
'ASH.

with

AUK LOW A X D TKKMS
T1TLK l'KUFK 'T: WAltllAX-T-

Li ITS

I'l'

iiXK-THIU-

MAY

mi'i:t;a;k

with
v

ski

i'ki: i'KXT

APTLY

ixti-:i:ks-

AT I'XCi:

yuc wish To
Sec'y.

n-- :
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGK K1G1IT.

EVENING CITIZEN.

back In a direction opposite fram
that In which It Is hurled. This aft-

fly

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
J. P. Dohertv

In

here from Santa

Fe.

THAT KEEP THE FEET WARM
We have a splendid line of Shoes suitable
for this time of the year. They have Goodyear Welt extension soles and cork cushions
which make them damp-proo- f
and very com- -,
fortable. They, look stylish, fit and wear well.
The uppers are made of either Box Calf, Vici
Kid or Patent Colt.
'

,

2.SO to 4.00
1.50 to 2.50

-

1.25 to

1.35

Largest Line of Candy in the City
C. N. BRIGHAM
to

F. F. Trotter

CONFECTIONERY

r

''

I

$2.75 to 4.00

--

Successor

II. M. Wood or Onlden. N. M.. Is
a visitor In the Duke City.
Mrs. M. A. Hlgelow of lloston In
registered nt the Alvarado.
A. A. Morton In registered nt the
Savoy from Poeotello, Idaho. '
See If ynu pan find a dispatch of
today in today' Morning Journal
F. K. Ileyde Jr.. came In from Putnam, X. M. on business lust night.
was a
Attorney Kllsworth InBjall
paaRenger for Santa Fe thin morning.
Mrn. Hessle Tripp In at ljiin Vegas
on a visit to her parents and friends.
Major Ernent Meyers left last' night
for Wllllamn, Arizona, on a business
'
trip.
T. I.. Lowe cashier of the Silver
City National bank, Is registered at
,
the Alvarado.
H. K. Adams In in Albuquerque
from his home at Datii. N. M.. .en a
business mission.
Mrs. Aaron Oray. who was at' Wins-loon a visit to her sister, hn returned to the city.
your
grand concert
Exchange
tickets for reserved seats nt MatsOn's
Friday morning.
Get your reserved seats for the
grand concert at MaUon's after
o'clock Friday morning.
Reserved seats for the grand concert at Matson'a book store after t
o'clock Friday morning.
The Oeronlmo club announces a
Japanese ball on the evening of January 23. at Colombo hall.
Brother James of Christian Broth
ers College at Bernalillo, Is here se
curing supplies for the college.
A. B. Stroup superintendent of the LARGE TIMIIKH l'Ht- county schools, was a business visitor
CHASE IN WASHINGTON,
at the territorial capital yesterday,
Tacoma, Wash., Jan. 10. The Mon'
Lent Young C? D. Fltzglbbons and arch Timber company has purchased
O. M. Fisher came in from Belen last 100,000 acres of timber land In this
It Is estimated
night, where they have been engaged state for $6,000,000.
by the management of the company
on the cut-of- f.
Tickets for the grand concert for that it will take at least fifteen year
Friday evening are on sale at Mat after the first log Is cut to saw ;the
stick In this vast tract even it
son's.
General admission, 75c; re lastputs
It
several mills In operation and
served seats $1.
rushes the work with all possible
F. M. Drury. division superintend
speed. The panhandle of Idaho, par
ent of machinery enst of Albuquer tlcularly that portion lying
between
que, Is In the city hobnoblng with the
St. Joe and St. Maries rivers.
coast line officials.
almost one unbroken forest and it
Itev. W. W. Havens superintendent Is in this country that the Monarch
n
League of New company has its holdings, the timber
of the
Mexico and Arizona, left this morning lying adjacent to these rivers.
The
for the Pecos valley on official bust erection of saw mills has been com
ness
menced and work on the timber will
Miss Florence Gavin has returned be commenced with all possible dis
.
to the Arizona Northern
Normal patch.
school, after spending the holidays
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
with her parents on south Broadway
this city.
brick, 12,100
FOR SALE Five-rooA. J. Thull, clerek in the general
less than cost to build; lot thrown
merchandise store of Lang & Tipton,
in; must go quick.
Porterfield
at Watrous, Is spending the day in
Co., 110 West Gold.
Albuquerque on business.
He will FOR SALE Two houses on $1,000
return north tonight.
lots, for less than houses would
Mrs. Rose Hunt, mother of Miss
cost to build. Porterfield Co., 110
Mabel Hunt, who has been In Los
West Gold.
Angeles for the past few weeks, has
SALE A No. 1 Charter gaso
returned to the city, to be with her FOR
power, for
line engine,
daughter, who is very ill.
pumping; good as new; cheap
Frank A. Hubbell returned yester
See Dr. J. N. Warner, 100q South
day from a ten days' trip into Colo
rjctlth street.
rado, where he looked carefully Into
the question and practice of feeding
Do yau want the best mare in the
cattle and sheep for market.
city?
T. J. Shlnlck Is offering his
driving mares for sale.
C. E. Hulbert and family left this well-bre- d
morning for Chicago, where they will "Action" holds the matinee record for
remain indefinitely. Mr. Hulbert was trotters here, having gone the half
formerly connected with the Harvey mile in 1:07.
They are warranted
sound and gentle for women to drive
curio department of the Santa Fe,
Mrs. Simon Neustadt, who has been Call and see them, at 219 Copper ave
here the past twelve days seriously 11) nue.
and under treatment of a local physl
Orders left with New Home
clan, Is greatly Improved and expects ery will receive prompt attention Bak
and
to return to her home In Los I.unas In qejivery.
a few days.
MUSLIN AND CAMBRIC UNDER
Mrs. A. P. Dunleavy of
and Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Under- WEAR, WHITE AS SNOW,. JUST
wood of Cheyenne, Wyo., arrived thin FROM THE FACTORY. At PRICES
L.
morning from Mountalnalr and are THAT DEFY COMPETITION.
spending the day in the city waiting KEMPENICII.
for a train going to Calfornla.
Jf you want good, substantial.
iT. C. Deshon. of Gallup,
bread, get It from the
has urrlved home-mad- e
and assumed his duties at the Albu New Home Bakery.
.
n
querque Carriage company he having
OCR ANNCAL MUSLIN liNDF.lt.
purchased an interest in the business
a few days ago. The Evening Citi- WEAK AND WHITE GOODS SALE.
L,
10th TO 26tli.
zen welcomes Mr. Deshon to the ter- THURSDAY.
KEMPENICII.
ritorial metropolis.
DRAWERS, 25c TO $3.00: GOWNS.
Elmer Fullterton. son of John F.
Fullerton, formerly captain of the 25c TO $7.50; SKIRTS. 30c TO
territorial mounted police, will this $10.O0; CORSET COVERS. 8e TO
week enter the Albuquerque Business $3.00. I j. KEMPENICII.
college as a student. His father, who
O
.
The ladies of the Presbyterian.
was here yesterday completing the
arrangements, returned to his home church will serve lunch and sell home
cookng and aprons at the Woman's
at Socorro last night.
Exchange, corner of Fourth and Rail
Mrs. M. A. Shack, residing at No. road avenue, on Thursday,
Jan. 24.
S15 South Third street received word
that" her brother Is dangerously 111
RANCH EGGS. "
at Clay Center, Kansas. The lady
For fresh eggs, one or two days old
will leave for Kansas on the first east phone Black 102. J. T. Harger, 12th
bound train tonight and many friends street 'and Mountain road.
o
trust she will find her brother much
We do It right. ROUGH DRY. Im
improved on her arrival
perial Laundry Co.
Manager Hadley and
lerk Wil-hito
of the Alvarado hotel, are enWinTE GOODS AND MUSLIN
thusiastic students of physics
s.
UNDERWEAR, ETC., ETC. LARGThey are interested In try- EST ASSORTMENT IN CITY. SALE
ing to solve the phenomena of why START S THURSDAY
OF THIS
a boomerang will turn about and WEEK, JAN. 10. Ii. KEMPENICII
w

- - -For Men
For Women -For Misses and Boys
For Children and Youths

SUGAR

GEO. W. HICKOX

T. T. MAVNARD

1

ernoon they were experimenting with
a number of boomerangs on a hotel
piazza.
The return theory worked
out all right In several Instances, but
the boomerangs showed a decided
tendency to lodge themselves In trees
and on the roof of the gallery.
Judge Ira A. Abbott left for Santa
Fe last night where he will be engaged with the sessions of the supreme court during the greater portion of the month. Several cases appealed from the district court here
will come tip for 'review by the supreme court during the ' January
term.
The Superior Lumber and' Planing
Mill company on South First street
has begun the erection of (he large
addition to their plant, 'which they
have for some time had under contemplation. The extension 'will be
used for factory and warehouse purposes and will be equal m size' to the
present factory which It wltl adjoin
'
on the north side.
,
Navajo Tribe No 3, Improved Order
.
Men
George A. Blake,, deputy
Red
great sechem. Installed offloers as
follows: Sechem, Chan. L. Keppler;
senior Sagamore, W. N. Mage; Junior Sagamore, M. Ryan; 'prophet, C.
X. Etree; chief of records T. Motsen-backe- r;
K. of W., T. W. Fredericks;
O. of W
M. Dragoie.
After the
installation refreshments were served.
Col. and Mrs. W. If. Cheatham arrived on the limited today and are
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Gunsul for a day, while en route to
California, where Mr. Cheatham Is
called on business. Six months ago
Mr. Cheatham resigned the management of the Alvarado to accept the
management of the Busby hotel at
McAllister, I. T.
The hotel was
twenty years ahead of the town. Mr.
Cheatham left the Busby In November and since that time has been enjoying a life oi leisure between Kan-m- o
City and New York,
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Believe Us
MOVJ

In the purchase of a Piano

TODAY

CO.

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
TOE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

SECOND

HARDWARE

ST.

GO.

A Rarebit
tobenropnijrpreparedhonldbcmiide
in a Manning, Bowman Oiating Lih.
A Uray.cnl.oo worrying about firm.
8' Dply a match, and in a Teat minutca
the

Uanniag, Bowman f . Co.

Lcarnard

hai produced a dainty morsel to
your Runts. Ue aura to ate thatrvffale
yoar
chafing- iih ia aupplird with tta
piai(ad
aaaaalaaa 'lw.ry"
rood
found only In Mum.
el4
nmg, iiowmaa & Co. Chafing Disbca.
-

ALBUQUEROUE

laii

SALC

HARDWARE

CO,

Foarth and Railroad Avenae
THE

EVERITT

Today

&

our Men's and Boy's Sweaters, nothing rkserred;
Take them at exactly half their former selling price. They
were 75c to $3.50 and are now exactly
OltO

,l'5'

20

W. tiaM

Boys Shirts and Waists. We have about 20 dozen of Boy's
Stiff Bosom and Negligee Flannel Shirts, also Flannel
Waists, worth from 90c to $1.25. The prices are cutj exactly in two on these goods.

AVi

COAL

AT HALF PRICE

Genuine American block, per
ton ... .
.
Ss.M
Cerrlllos Lump
S6.S0
Anthracite Nnt
.V. '. .. , .S8.50
Anthracite mixed
Anthracite, stove .and .fnrnace

Yes, and some much cheaper

Men's

SV-0-

Caps25 Cents

S0.5O

W. H, HAHN & CO.
Doth Phones.

rnvn.

T

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7
'

The Railroad Avenue Clothier,

g

Between mmllroad and Coppw Ave,

'

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
v

Wagon Covers.

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks.

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

TIN SHOP
In Rear of Btoro

RAILROAD

Palace
AVE.

Diamonds, Watoka, Jawalry. Cat 01m.. clock. BllTerwara.
Tour trad And gnaranta a .QUA RE DEAL.

DH. C. IL CONNOR

Rooms

S

OSTEOPATH.
and 4, N. T. A railJo building.

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE.
TON'8 DRUG STORE.
THE

9

- -

,Tk

ar

--- -a.

iVUU

M

We are taking account of stock
tnis week Our special clearance
sale will begin Monday. January
4 All broken items at prices

av

I?

-

Iron Pipe. Pumps. Valves. Fittf
"

Supplies-Ho-

se

at.

which will appeal to you.

Nice

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. P. Alien, Box 202, Albuquerque.
$1.00.

TICKETS

BOUGHT. SOLO

R.R. Mit9latla
Traanttltas
AND

EXCHANGED

Office

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

ROSENFIEID'S,

118 W. R.

R. Am.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

tar

COLOMBO HALL
Adalssloa 50c

TMaT

DANCING SCHOOL
Litfies

Frti

U

X

F

HARDV
.

J

(

earn and

Water

,

belting.

Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.

WVorin
9 Bar Iron.' Steel.
""T

jTl

C

"MnrA
wa

Sfv-t- r
Q
TMVe-uwiwwnf UlUWVOltUUl UUpplltO,

Mailorders Solicited
"f ' 'L'

HmrtM

"rmt Otrt.
rtntmtrt

Albuquerque, NeilMexlco

BAMBINI COMPANY

HONEY

10 lbs.

I

I

R.n

Wholesale and

0

Uf

WAL.

Makes a specialty of
pressing and repairing garments for
both ladies and gentlemen, and every
garment Is thoroughly uterillzcd la Iih
vtaanMing.
Prices are satisfactory;
goods called for and prompt delivery
made. Monthly club rates on application.
Suits made to order.
A special
cutter employed for this purpose.
Telephone No. 480. No. 209 West
Railroad avenue, upstairs.

J

I

now-a-day-

We larlU

1

Si

e,

Diamond

Boy's Caps

Every man and boy's cap in the house worth 50c to $1.00,
at this ridiculous price.
Also plenty of good things in Underwear, Hosiery and
Neckwear. If you fail to take advantage of this sale you
are simply throwing away money.

Clean Gas Coke
$6 00
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load .... $2.25

NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
CLEAN. SATISFACTORY,
UMlCAL, EXCELLENT. FOR
OPEN
GRATES, $. PER TON. W. H.
HAHN & CO.

,

Half.

AT HALF PRICE

Lindemann,

Established IMS

1

Chafing Dish
ton

It;

r

AT HALF PRICE

AU of

m

Fotfrti and Railroad Arenac

pa

In addition to the tremendous price reduction on Suit
and overcoats, which amount to 50 per cent on tome
P them, we want to call your attention to these specials:

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost. ,v.
SEE US betore you buy

Do

It, INT.

in ii sit 11

We can save you money

Anti-Saloo-

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

THIHSDAV, JAKUART

INSURANCE COMPANY
of

New Mexico and Aritoaa
HaaM Office:

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
J. It. O'RIBUV.
Secretary k Oca. Maaater,

WsmA

S. RAYfiOLDS

fmUeat.

Ktk
ViW

